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Abstract
A testing scenario in the sense of De Nicola and Hennessy is developed to measure the
worst-case e5ciency of asynchronous systems using dense time. For all three variants considered,
it is shown that one can equivalently use discrete time; in the discrete versions, one variant
coincides with an approach based on discrete time in Vogler (CONCUR95, Lecture Notes in
Computer Science, vol. 962, Springer, Berlin, 1995, pp. 299–312), and thus we can clarify
the assumptions behind this approach. The resulting testing-preorders are characterized with
some kind of refusal traces and shown to satisfy some properties that make them attractive
as faster-than relations. The three testing preorders are incomparable in general, but for some
interesting classes of systems implications are shown. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction
In the classical testing approach of [6], reactive systems are compared by embedding
them – with a parallel composition operator ‖ – in arbitrary test environments. One
variant of testing (must-testing) considers the worst-case behaviour: a system N per-
forms successfully in an environment O if every run of N ‖O reaches success, which
is signalled by a special action !. If some system N1 performs successfully whenever
a second system N2 does, then N1 is called an implementation of the speciBcation N2;
of course, an implementation may be successful in more environments than speciBed.
This approach only takes into account the functionality of systems, i.e. which actions
can be performed. To take into account also the e5ciency of systems, we can add a
time bound D to our tests and require that every run reaches success within time D
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[20]. In this e5ciency testing approach, an implementation cannot only be successful
in more environments than the speciBcation, but also be successful faster; i.e. the
implementation (or testing) preorder can serve as a faster-than relation.
To apply e5ciency testing, we have to assign a duration to a run. This is no problem,
if the parallel system N ‖O is synchronous, i.e. if all components perform their actions
in lockstep, hence according to a common global time scale; this case is treated in
[20]. In asynchronous systems, the components work with indeterminate relative speeds.
Usually, this is interpreted as: components may idle unnecessarily or actions may take
more time than necessary; under this interpretation, the worst-case behaviour is to idle
until time D is up and, thus, no test at all is satisBed.
Nevertheless, Vogler [21] develops a scenario of e5ciency testing for asynchronous
systems – modelled by Petri nets – and studies the corresponding faster-than relation.
This scenario is based on a diJerent interpretation of asynchronous systems: it is as-
sumed that the components are guaranteed to perform each enabled action within at
most one unit of time – provided the action is not disabled within this time. Thus, a
component does not idle or take a lot of time with its current action; instead all other
components may work very fast in comparison. Under this interpretation, the relative
speeds of the components are still arbitrary, i.e. we really get a theory for asynchronous
systems; this idea goes back to at least [15, 11] and is also used in e.g. [10] when
treating asynchronous systems. We comment further on this in Section 3.
The approach of [21] describes time with natural numbers; since 1 is the upper
time bound for an action, the faster actions take time 0. With this choice, it is not
immediately convincing that the technical development of [21] really meets the intuition
given above. To get a better understanding, we develop here the same intuitive idea
using dense time. In our approach, an action may start some time after activation and
it may end some time later, provided the end occurs at most at one unit of time after
activation. We also consider two variants: in the a-variant, all the time is spent on
the action, i.e. an enabled action starts without delay and ends within time 1. On the
contrary, actions are instantaneous in the i-variant and all the time is taken in the
activation phase, which again takes at most time 1. For the three variants, we deBne
satisfaction of an e5ciency test and the corresponding testing preorders.
In the a-variant, a run takes time because the actions performed take time; this
variant seems to correspond best to everyday thinking. Maybe a little less intuitive,
but certainly also natural is the i-variant, where actions are instantaneous events and
time is spent between these; this view is used more often in the literature. Our main
approach generalizes these two variants naturally, in that time is spent between and
during actions. The developments for the three variants run very much in parallel; we
try to treat the main approach in such way that the results for the a- and i-variant
follow easily.
Surprisingly, it will turn out that the three faster-than relations we arrive at are not
comparable. Thus, the user has to decide which of the three natural assumptions about
passage of time Bt his=her application best – while being aware that this choice may
aJect which of two implementations will be deemed to be faster.
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Our Brst main result shows that, in all three cases, we can replace the modelling
with dense time by an equivalent model using discrete time; this makes the test-
ing approach much easier to work with and, in particular, it gives us a Bnite state
space for a Bnite asynchronous system. With our result, we also clarify the ideas
behind the approach of [21], since we recover the model introduced there as the dis-
crete version of the a-variant. Furthermore, we treat the following problem: using
discrete time, it is unavoidable that arbitrary (Bnite) sequences of (possibly causally
related) actions may occur within zero time; this might be regarded as counterin-
tuitive. Here we show that – at least in two of our three variants – our approach
does not depend on this phenomenon: if we require in the dense time approach that
diJerent actions are separated by some non-zero time, we still get the same testing
preorders.
The testing preorder in the discrete a-variant is characterized in [21] with some kind
of refusal traces, which are quite similar to the traces in the discrete model. As a second
main result, we give characterizations in the same style for the other two variants, and
these immediately imply the decidability of the testing preorders – since the use of
discrete time gives us a Bnite state space. In the basic variant, the characterization
turns out to be somewhat involved; to understand it, it is useful to view refusal sets
as sets of correctly treated actions, a view that might be helpful also in other settings.
Using the characterizations, it is not di5cult to show that the three testing preorders
are precongruences for parallel composition, hiding, restriction and relabelling. Other
operators have recently been studied in [8].
To demonstrate that the testing preorder in the a-variant is really a sensible faster-
than relation, three constructions of a system N ′ from a system N are introduced in
[21]: N and N ′ are functionally equivalent, but intuitively N should be faster. As a
third main result, we show that this is indeed the case – not only in the a-variant, but
also in the other two.
As mentioned above, although the three variants are intensionally closely related, the
resulting three testing preorders are in general incomparable. As further main results,
we exhibit some classes of systems where from a faster-than result in one variant we
can deduce a faster-than result in another variant. In particular, these results can be
used in the case of two implementations of a bounded buJer: a long proof in [21]
shows that an implementation using an array is – in the a-variant – faster than the
usual implementation as a sequence of 1-buJers; our results allow to deduce that the
Brst implementation is also faster than the second one in the other two variants.
In this paper, we use (labelled, safe) Petri nets to model concurrent systems; some
basic Petri net notions are deBned in Section 2. Asynchronous behaviour with up-
per time bounds based on dense time is introduced in Section 3 and transformed to
a discrete behaviour which gives rise to the same testing preorder. The a- and i-
variant are treated similarly in Section 4. Sections 5 and 6 give the characterizations,
which in particular imply decidability of the three testing preorders. The three con-
structions of slower systems are discussed in Section 7, while Section 8 contains the
comparisons of the three variants and Section 9 the results for the bounded buJer,
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additionally discussing a third implementation. Finally, related literature is discussed in
the conclusion in Section 10.
2. Basic notions
In this section, a very brief introduction to Petri nets is given. For further information
the reader is referred to e.g. [14, 18]. We will deal with safe Petri nets (place=transition-
nets) whose transitions are labelled with actions from some inBnite alphabet  or with
the empty word 	. These actions are left uninterpreted; the labelling only indicates that
two transitions with the same label from  represent the same action occurring in diJer-
ent internal situations, while 	-labelled transitions represent internal, unobservable ac-
tions.  contains a special action !, which we will need in our tests to indicate success.
Thus, a labelled Petri net N =(S; T;W; l;MN ) (or just a net for short) consists of
Bnite disjoint sets S of places and T of transitions, the weight function W : S×T ∪T×
S→{0; 1}, the labelling, l :T→∪{	}, and the initial marking MN : S→{0; 1}. When
we introduce a net N or N1, then we assume that implicitly this introduces its compo-
nents S; T;W; : : : or S1; T1; : : : ; etc., and similarly for other tuples that we will introduce
later on. If W (x; y)= 1, then (x; y) is called an arc; for each x∈ S ∪T , the preset of
x is •x= {y |W (y; x)= 1} and the postset of x is x•= {y |W (x; y)= 1}.
• A multiset over a set X is a function  :X →N0. We identify x∈X with the multiset
that is 1 for x and 0 everywhere else. A subset Y of X is identiBed with the multiset
that is 1 for all y∈Y and 0 everywhere else. For multisets, multiplication with scalars
from N0 and addition is deBned pointwise.
• A marking is a multiset over S, a step is a multiset over T . A step  is enabled
under a marking M , denoted by M [〉, if ∑t∈T (t) · •t6M . The step is maximal
if additionally: whenever M [′〉 and 6′ (transition-wise), then = ′.
If M [〉 and M ′=M + ∑t∈ (t) · t• − ∑t∈ (t) · •t, then we denote this by
M [〉M ′ and say that  can occur or ;re under M yielding the follower marking
M ′. Since transitions are special steps, this also deBnes M [t〉 and M [t〉M ′ for t ∈T .
• This deBnition of enabling and occurrence can be extended to sequences as usual: a
sequence w of steps is enabled under a marking M , denoted by M [w〉, and yields the
follower marking M ′ when occurring, denoted by M [w〉M ′, if w= 	 and M =M ′
or w=w′; M [w′〉M ′′ and M ′′[〉M ′ for some marking M ′′. If w is enabled under
the initial marking, then it is called a step sequence, or – in case that w∈T∗ – a
;ring sequence.
We can extend the labelling of a net to steps by l() =
∑
t∈T; l(t)=	 (t)·l(t), where the
empty sum equals the empty word. Then we can extend the labelling also to sequences
of steps or transitions as usual, i.e. homomorphically; note that internal actions are
automatically deleted in the labelling of a sequence. Next, we lift the enabledness and
Bring deBnitions to the level of actions:
• A sequence v of multisets over  is enabled under a marking M , denoted by M [v〉〉,
if there is some w with M [w〉 and l(w) = v. If M = MN , then v is called a step
trace; if w∈T∗, then v is called a trace. We call two nets step equivalent if they
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have the same step traces. We call two nets language equivalent if they have the
same traces.
• For a marking M the set [M 〉 of markings reachable from M is deBned as {M ′ | ∃w∈
T∗: M [w〉M ′}. A marking is called reachable if it is reachable from MN . The net
is safe if M (s)61 for all places s and reachable markings M .
• Two not necessarily distinct transitions t1 and t2 are concurrently enabled under some
marking M if M [t1 + t2〉. A transition t is self-concurrent, if M [2t〉 for some reach-
able marking M . An action a∈ is autoconcurrent, if M [2a〉〉 for some reachable
marking M .
General assumption. All nets considered in this paper are safe and without isolated
transitions. This implies that all nets in this paper are free of self-concurrency, but it
does not exclude autoconcurrency.
For each set A of transitions or actions, A+ and A− denote disjoint copies of A whose
elements are called transition or action parts and denoted a+ resp. a−; a∈A; a+ will
stand for the start of the transition or action a, which only empties the corresponding
preset, while a− indicates the end of the transition or action a, producing the tokens of
the corresponding postset. We let A±=A+ ∪A−. The labelling function l is extended
to transition parts by l(t+)= l(t)+ and l(t−)= l(t)− if l(t) = 	 and l(t+) = l(t−)= 	
if l(t)= 	. Note that we use A∗ to denote – as usual – the set of all sequences over A.
Finally, we introduce parallel composition ‖A with synchronization inspired from
TCSP. If we combine nets N1 and N2 with ‖A, then they run in parallel and have to
synchronize on actions from A. To construct the composed net, we have to combine
each a-labelled transition t1 of N1 with each a-labelled transition t2 from N2 if a∈A.
In the deBnition of parallel composition, ∗ is used as a dummy element, which
is formally combined e.g. with those transitions that do not have their label in the
synchronization set A. (We assume that ∗ is not a transition or a place of any net.)
Denition 2.1. Let N1; N2 be nets, A⊆. Then the parallel composition N =N1 ‖AN2
with synchronization over A is deBned by
S = S1 × {∗}∪ {∗} × S2
T = {(t1; t2) | t1 ∈T1; t2 ∈T2; l1(t1)= l2(t2)∈A}
∪ {(t1; ∗) | t1 ∈T1; l1(t1) =∈ A}
∪ {(∗; t2) | t2 ∈T2; l2(t2) =∈ A}
W ((s1; s2); (t1; t2))=


W1(s1; t1) if s1 ∈ S1; t1 ∈T1
W2(s2; t2) if s2 ∈ S2; t2 ∈T2
0 otherwise
W ((t1; t2); (s1; s2))=


W1(t1; s1) if s1 ∈ S1; t1 ∈T1
W2(t2; s2) if s2 ∈ S2; t2 ∈T2
0 otherwise
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l((t1; t2))=
{
l1(t1) if t1 ∈T1
l2(t2) if t2 ∈T2
MN ((s1; s2))=
{
MN1 (s1) if s1 ∈ S1
MN2 (s2) if s2 ∈ S2
We write ‖ instead of ‖\{w}.
Parallel composition is an important operator for the modular construction of nets.
In the present paper, the main purpose of this operator is to combine a net N with
a test net. Designing suitable test nets O and looking at the behaviour of N ‖O, we
can get information on the behaviour of N . The net O may also be regarded as an
observer of N . For the general approach of testing, see [6].
3. Timed behaviour of asynchronous systems
The Brst deBnition of this section describes the asynchronous behaviour of a parallel
system. Hence, we assume that the components of the system vary in speed – but we
also assume that they are guaranteed to perform each enabled action within at most
one unit of time; this upper time bound allows the relative speed of the components
to vary arbitrarily, since we have no positive lower time bound. Thus, the behaviour
we deBne is truly asynchronous, see also the remark after DeBnition 3.1.
Technically speaking, we require that each enabled transition starts and ends Bring
within time 1 – unless it is disabled within this time. For this purpose, we keep track
of the remaining time an enabled or Bring transition has using a function ; (t) is
initialized to 1, when t gets enabled, and is decreased when time proceeds. Since we
distinguish starts and ends of transition Brings, we also have a set C of currently
Bring transitions. As dense time domain we choose the reals, hence we will speak of
continuous Bring; R+ is the set of positive real numbers. When dealing with functions
(especially those from transitions to real numbers), we denote a constant function by
this constant, possibly indexed by the function’s domain.
Denition 3.1. A continuous instantaneous description CID of a net N is a quadrupel
(M;A; C; ) consisting of a marking M of N , two sets A⊆T and C ⊆T of acti-
vated and current(ly ;ring) transitions and a function  :A∪C → [0; 1] describing
the residual activation resp. ;ring time of an activated resp. current transition. The
initial CID is CIDN =(MN ; AN ; ∅; N ) with AN = {t|MN [t〉} and N =1AN . We write
(M;A; C; )[〉c(M ′; A′; C′; ′) if one of the following cases applies:
(1) = t+; t ∈A,
M ′=M − •t; A′= {t′ |M ′[t′〉}; C′=C ∪{t}; ′= |(A′∪C′).
(2) = t−; t ∈C,
M ′=M + t•; A′= {t′ |M ′[t′〉}; C′=C − {t}; ′= |(A∪C′) ∪ 1(A′−A).
(3) =(r); r ∈R+,
r6min(A∪C); M ′=M; A′=A; C′=C; ′= − r.
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The set CFS(N )= {w |CIDN [w〉cCID} is the set of (c-;rable) continuous ;ring se-
quences of N , the set CL(N )= {l(w) |w∈CFS(N )} is the continuous language of N
containing the continuous traces of N . We let l preserve time steps, i.e. l((r))= (r).
Part 3 of this Bring rule ensures that every transition that is enabled for one unit
of time Bres and ends Bring within that unit, but according to 1 and 2 it may also
act faster. Note that due to the lack of self-concurrency, we have A∩C = ∅ for all
reachable CID’s.
Remark. In DeBnition 3.1, the Bring of transition parts only depends on the M - and
C-component of the CID’s, i.e. it is independent of the time steps. Hence, all that
DeBnition 3.1 does is simply to allow the insertion of time steps into arbitrary ST-
Bring sequences, which describe in a natural way the starts and ends of transition Brings
and disregard time; see e.g. [20]. Thus, continuous Bring sequences cover all possible
asynchronous behaviour, technical evidence that we really develop here a theory for
all asynchronous systems.
On a philosophical note, one could say that our time steps reNect the time of an
outside observer, a time unavailable to the system. The observer assigns time steps
to a run in a reasonable way, in fact the only reasonable way we could think of:
(s)he inserts time in such a way that indeed every enabled transition Bnishes Bring (or
is disabled) within time 1. One can see this as a conceptual time, possibly diJerent
form ‘real’ time. But this view does not make much of a diJerence, since conceptual
time can be used for quantitative measurements (and will be used so in DeBnition 3.3
below) just as ‘real’ time.
The assumption of an upper time bound for activities is as reasonable as the as-
sumption that a continuously enabled activity will eventually occur (justice or weak
fairness). Maybe weak fairness is not satisBed in reality (as some people argue) but
it is reasonable and a minimal requirement to prove some liveness properties that are
intuitively true. The upper time assumption seems to be a minimal requirement to deal
with the worst-case e5ciency for asynchronous systems. The close relationship between
our approach and weak fairness is studied in [22].
Denition 3.2. For every w in CL(N ) resp. CFS(N ); #(w) is the sequence of (plussed
or minused) action resp. transition parts in w, and $(w) is the duration, i.e. the sum
of time steps in w.
To see whether a system N performs successfully in a testing environment O, we
have to check that in each run of N‖O the success action ! is performed (i.e. its
start !+ occurs) at some given time R at the latest. To be sure that we have seen
everything that occurs up to time R, we only look at runs w with $(w)¿R.
Denition 3.3. A net is testable if none of its transitions is labelled with !. A contin-
uously timed test is a pair (O; R), where O is a net (the test net) and R∈R+0 (the real
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time bound). A testable net N c-satis;es a continuously timed test (O; R) (N mustc
(O; R)), if each w∈CL(N‖O) with $(w)¿R contains some !+. We write N m=ustc(O; R)
if N mustc(O; R) is false, and similarly in other cases.
For testable N1; N2, we call N1 a continuously faster implementation of N2; N1 c N2,
if N1 c-satisBes all continously timed tests that N2 c-satisBes: N1c N2 ⇔ ∀(O; R): N2
mustc (O; R)⇒ N1 mustc (O; R).
Considering the timed testing approach, our aim is now to Bnd out more about the
slowest Bring sequences, for these sequences will decide the success of a timed test
(O; R). We will draw the convenient conclusion that we can restrict attention to the
discrete sublanguage of the continuous language, i.e. those w∈CL that contain only
discrete time steps of one unit.
One could think that, if transitions have up to time 1 for Bring, they will always
take time 1 in a worst-case behaviour. If this were true, the result we are aiming
for would be obvious; but in fact it is not true: when we discuss the bounded buJer
implementation BUFFC in Section 9, we will demonstrate that sometimes Bring in
zero time can lead to a bad complexity. Considering this, it could just as well be the
case that some bad behaviour can only occur if some Brings take time 0:5, say; we
will prove that this is not the case.
Denition 3.4. The d-continuous language DCL(N ) of a net N is a subset of CL(N )
deBned as DCL(N )= {v∈CL(N ) | for all time steps (r) in v: r=1}. DCL(N ) is also
generated by the suitably deBned (dc-;rable) d-continuous ;ring sequences DCFS(N ).
Analogous to DeBnition 3.3 we deBne discretely timed testing: a discretely timed test
is a pair (O;D), where O is a net and D∈N0. A testable net N d-satis;es such a test
(O;D), N mustd(O;D), if each v∈DCL(N‖O) with $(v)¿D contains some !+. We
write N1 d N2 if N1 d-satisBes all discretely timed tests that N2 satisBes.
We now show that for every w∈CFS we can Bnd a v∈DCFS that has the same
action sequence but has discrete-time steps only and is slower. The sequence v is
constructed from w by letting one time unit pass in v whenever the cumulated time in
w exceeds the next natural number.
Lemma 3.5. For a net N there is for each w∈CFS(N ) a v∈DCFS(N ) with #(v)=
#(w) and $(v)¿$(w). Moreover; transition parts in v are separated by (1) only if
the corresponding transition parts in w are separated by some (r).
Proof. We will construct for each w∈CFS(N ) a v∈DCFS(N ) with #(v)= #(w) and
$(v)¿$(w) satisfying the additional requirement; furthermore, we will show that for
CIDw and CIDv reached after w and v we have v + $(v)− $(w)¿w and that v ends
with (1) only if w ends with some (r). Note that as a consequence of #(w)= #(v); CIDw
and CIDv coincide in their M -, C- and A-component. The proof is by induction on |w|,
where for w= 	 we can choose v= 	. Hence, assume that for w∈CFS(N ) we have
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constructed v∈DCFS(N ) as required and consider w′=w∈CFS(N ). We denote the
CID’s reached after w′ and the corresponding v′ by CIDw′ and CIDv′ .
If ∈T± then v′= v∈DCFS(N ) with #(v′)= #(v)= #(w)= #(w′) and $(v′)=
$(v)= $(v)¿$(w)= $(w)= $(w′). The residual times w′ and v′ coincide with w
and v or, for the newly activated transitions, are both equal 1 and 1+$(v′)−$(w′)= 1+
$(v) − $(w)¿1. The separation property for transition parts follows by induction, in
particular from the requirement for time steps at the end of w and v.
Now let =(r). If r6$(v) − $(w) we choose v′= v; obviously, #(v′)= #(w′) and
$(v′)= $(v)¿r + $(w)= $(w′). Furthermore, v′ + $(v′) − $(w′)= v + $(v) − $(w) −
r¿w − r= w′ . If on the other hand, r¿$(v) − $(w), we choose v′= v(1). Since
v + $(v) − $(w)¿w¿r¿$(v) − $(w), we have v¿0 and v=1 by v∈DCFS(N );
thus, time step (1) is enabled after v and v′= v(1)∈DCFS(N ) with #(v′)= #(w′).
Furthermore, $(v′)= $(v) + 1¿$(w) + r= $(w′) and v′ + $(v′) − $(w′)= $(v) + 1 −
$(w)− r= v + $(v)− $(w)− r¿w − r= w′ .
Before comparing discrete and continuous testing, we note that additionally we can
require a d-continuous Bring sequence to start with a time step.
Lemma 3.6. For each v∈DCFS(N ) there is a v′ ∈DCFS(N ) that starts with a (1)-
time-step and satis;es #(v′)= #(v) and $(v′)¿$(v).
Proof. Let v= v1(1)v2(1)v3, where v1 and v2 contain no time-step; the treatment of
this case also shows how a v with no or only one time-step can be treated. Let
CIDN [v1(1)v2〉cCID1 [(1)〉cCID2.
Obviously, CIDN [(1)〉c. Since the CID’s encountered along v1(1)v2 coincide with
those along (1)v1v2 in their M -, A- and C-parts, we get furthermore CIDN [(1)v1v2〉c
CID′1 by DeBnition 3.1(1) and (2).
Assume that ′1(t)= 0 for some t ∈ A′1 ∪C′1 =A1 ∪C1. The -value of such a t must
have been decreased by the initial (1)-step, i.e. t was initially enabled and neither com-
pletely Bred nor disabled during v1 v2; but this implies 1(t)= 0 and, since CID1[(1)〉c,
such a t does not exist. Thus, we get CID′1[(1)〉c CID′2, where CID2 and CID′2 coincide
in their M -, A- and C-parts and ′2 = 0= 2; i.e. CID2 =CID
′
2. Hence, we can choose
v′=(1)v1v2(1)v3.
The following Brst main result shows that we can simplify our e5ciency testing by
using discrete instead of continuous time.
Theorem 3.7. The relations c and d coincide.
Proof. For testable nets N1 and N2 we show N1c N2⇔N1d N2.
“⇒”: Assume a test (O;D) with N1 m=ustd (O;D). Since DCL(N1‖O)⊆CL(N1 ‖O),
we have N1 m=ustc (O;D) and by hypothesis N2 m=ustc (O;D). Let $(w)¿D for a w ∈
CL(N2 ‖O) that contains no !+. Using Lemma 3.5, from w we construct a v∈
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DCL(N2 ‖O) with $(v)¿$(w)¿D that contains no !+ either and conclude
N2 m=ustd (O;D).
“⇐”: Assume a test (O; R) with N1 m=ustc (O; R). Then there is a w∈
CL(N1 ‖O) with $(w)¿R that contains no !+. Using Lemma 3.5, we can Bnd a v∈
DCL(N1 ‖O) with $(v)¿D= R that contains no !+, i.e. N1 m=ustd (O;D). From
N1d N2 we conclude N2 m=ustd (O;D), i.e. there is a v′ ∈DCL(N2 ‖O) with $(v′)¿
D + 1¿R that contains no !+. This v′ causes N2 m=ustc(O; R).
The construction of a DCL-sequence from a CL-sequence has made it very obvious
that several events can occur at the same moment, i.e. without any time passing in be-
tween. In particular, a long sequence of events where one event causes the next could
occur in zero-time. This could be regarded as unrealistic by some readers. Before we
continue our simpliBcation of e5ciency testing, we will show that this eJect is not
essential: we could require that between any two events a positive amount of time has
to pass, but this ‘non-zero’ requirement would not change the testing preorder.
Denition 3.8. A w∈CFS(N ) is a (nz-;rable) non-zero continuous ;ring sequence
(w∈NZCFS(N ) and l(w)∈NZCL(N )), if in w transition parts from T± and time
steps (r) alternate. A testable net N nz-satis;es a continuously timed test (O; R) (N
mustnz (O; R)), if each w∈NZCL(N ‖O) with $(w)¿R contains some !+. For testable
nets N1 and N2 we write N1nz N2 if N1 nz-satisBes all continuously timed tests that
N2 satisBes.
To show the coincidence of c and nz, one could try to prove an analogue to
Lemma 3.5; unfortunately, this is not possible: consider a continuous Bring sequence
(1)t+1 t
−
1 t
+
2 (1), where t1 enables t2 and some t3, and where t2 has to start at time 1
to disable some other transition t4. When we try to satisfy the non-zero requirement
without changing the transition sequence, t−1 has to occur before time 1 in order to
start t+2 in time. But now t3 has to start before time 2; hence, we cannot Bnd a suitable
sequence of duration 2. But the following, slightly weaker lemma su5ces to prove
Theorem 3.10 below.
Lemma 3.9. Let w∈CFS(N ) with $(w)¿0 and let ,¿0. Then there exists some
w′ ∈NZCFS(N ) with #(w′)= #(w) and $(w)− $(w′)¡,.
Proof. We may assume ,¡1. By Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6, we can assume that in w only
(1) occurs as time step and that w starts with (1). We proceed by induction on |w|,
showing at the same time that for CID and CID′ reached after w and w′ we have
−′¡,−$(w)+$(w′) and ′¿0. Note that as a consequence of #(w′) = a(w), CID
and CID′ coincide in their M -, C- and A-component.
The base case in w=(1); choose w′=(1− ,=2)∈NZCFS(N ). Obviously, #(w′)=
#(w) and $(w) − $(w′)= ,=2¡,; furthermore, =0 and ′= ,=2, hence ′¿0 and
− ′= − ,=2¡,− $(w) + $(w′).
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Assume we have constructed w and w′ with  and ′ as required and w∈CFS(N ).
If =(1), we have =1, i.e. ′¿1−,+$(w)−$(w′); we choose .¿1−,+$(w)−$(w′)
less than the minimal value of ′. Thus, (.) is an allowable time step after w′, i.e.
w′(.)∈NZCFS(N ) with #(w′(.))= #(w(1)). Furthermore, $(w(1))−$(w′(.))= $(w)+
1− $(w′)− .¡, by the lower bound on .. Finally, for the residual times 1 after w(1)
and ′1 after w
′(.), we have ′1 = 
′ − .¿0 and 1 − ′1 = − ′1¡0¡, − $(w(1)) +
$(w′(.)).
If  is a transition part, we choose .¿0 less than the minimal values of ′ and
′ −  + , − $(w) + $(w′). Then w′(.)∈NZCFS(N ) with #(w′(.))= #(w) and
$(w) − $(w′(.))= $(w) − $(w′) − .¡$(w) − $(w′)¡,. For the residual times 1
after w and ′1 after w
′(.), we have that ′1 has value 1¿0 for the newly activated
transitions or the same value as ′ − .¿0 and that 1 − ′1 has value 1− 1=0¡,−
$(w) + $(w′(.)) or the value of − (′ − .)¡,− $(w) + $(w′) by choice of ., and
,− $(w) + $(w′)¡,− $(w) + $(w′(.)).
Theorem 3.10. The relations c and nz coincide.
Proof. For testable nets N1 and N2 we show N1c N2⇔N1nz N2.
“⇒”: Assume a test (O; R) with N1 m=ustnz (O; R). From NZCL(N1‖O)⊆CL(N1‖O)
we conclude N1 m=ustc (O; R) and by hypothesis N2 m=ustc (O; R). For a w∈CL(N2‖O)
with $(w)¿R that contains no !+ let ,= $(w) − R. Using Lemma 3.9, we Bnd a
w′ ∈NZCL(N2‖O) with #(w′)= #(w) and $(w′)¿$(w) − ,=R that contains no !+
either, and we conclude N2 m=ustnz (O; R).
“⇐”: Assume a test (O; R) with N1 m=ustc (O; R). As above, Lemma 3.9 yields N1 m=ustnz
(O; R) and by hypothesis N2 m=ustnz (O; R). Again from NZCL (N2‖O)⊆CL(N2‖O) we
conclude N2 m=ustc (O; R).
Our aim is now to simplify the d-continuous language DCL slightly to a discrete
language DL. Starting from DL, it will be easier to Bnd a characterization for the
testing preorder c. We will assume, using Lemma 3.6, that all sequences start with
a (1); the initial (1) is left implicit, i.e. it will actually be omitted. The behaviour in
between two (1)’s is called a round.
On the level of d-continuous Bring sequences, we have three diJerent kinds of Bring
events within a round. Firstly, there are transitions that Bre in zero-time, indicated by a
t+ and – within the same round – the next corresponding t−. In the discrete language
we are going to deBne, these events will simply be expressed by t in place of the
t+, omitting the t−, for starting and ending of the transition occur at the same time.
Secondly, there are transitions that start but will only end in the next round, indicated
by a t+ not followed by the corresponding t− in the same round. We adopt these
t+ in the discrete language. Thirdly, there are transitions that have started one round
before and are ending in the present round, indicated by a t− not preceded by the
corresponding t+ in the present round. In the discrete language we simply omit such
a t−, for this event is completely described by the corresponding t+ one round before
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and the following (1). We impose an ordering between the diJerent types of events
within a round, i.e. all t will occur before the t+. The sequence of the t+ corresponds
to a step of transitions that are Bring during the following (1); so our Bring rule in
fact allows a step  followed by (1) and we can omit the set C of current transitions
in the discrete instantaneous description. To have a linear notation, we will write a
step  as a sequence of t+ if this seems suitable. Finally, we can resign the residual
time function  as it has only values in {0; 1}; we replace it by a set U of urgent
transitions containing those transitions with (t)= 0.
Denition 3.11. A discrete instantaneous description DID of a net is a tuple (M;U )
consisting of a marking M of N and a set U of urgent transitions. The initial DID
is DIDN =(MN ;UN ) with UN = {t |Mn[t〉}. We write (M;U )[〉(M ′; U ′) if one of the
following cases applies:
(1) = t ∈T; M [t〉M ′; U ′=U\(•t)•
(2) = (1); ⊆T; M [〉M ′; ∩U = ∅=U\(•)•; U ′= {t | (M − •)[t〉}
In case 2, the step  will often be written as the sequence of its plussed elements.
(More precisely as one of these sequences.) Especially, it can be the empty set yielding
an empty sequence.
DFS(N )= {w |DIDN [w〉DID} are the (d-;rable) discrete ;ring sequences of N ,
the set DL(N )= {l(w) |w∈DFS(N )} is the discrete language of N containing the
discrete traces of N . As in DeBnition 3.1, we let l preserve time steps, i.e. l((1))= (1)
and l()∈M() is a (Bnite) multiset of actions from . According to our previous
deBnition, $(w) is the number of (1)’s in w. The behaviour in between two (1)’s is
called a round. In a round of the form t1 t2 : : :  the ti start and end in this round,
while the transitions in  start in the present round and end in the next.
A testable net N satis;es a discretely timed test (O;D); N must (O;D), if each
w∈DL(N‖O) with $(w)¿D contains some !. We write N1N2 if N2 must (O;D)
implies N1 must (O;D) for all (O;D).
The initial set UN contains all initially activated transitions as we assume an (‘in-
visible’) (1)-time-step at the beginning of the sequence. When deBning satisfaction
of a test, we consider sequences w with $(w)¿D, because due to the invisible (1)-
time-step these are the sequences with $(w)¿D from the DCL-point of view. The
condition ∩U = ∅ requires that no urgent transition is in  and, thus, delayed over
the following time step, and U\(•)•= ∅ ensures that all remaining urgent transitions
are deactivated by the step. Time passes during the step, i.e. between the start and the
end of the step; therefore, transitions that are enabled after the start, i.e. under M −• ,
are urgent after the end. The following theorem states that the simpliBcation from CL
via DCL to DL is correct.
Theorem 3.12. The relations c and  coincide.
Proof. By Theorem 3.7, we have to show that d and  coincide. Since these relations
are based on the same tests, if su5ces to show that a testable net N mustd (O;D) iJ
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it must (O;D). For this, in turn, it su5ces to show that, for a net N and D∈N0, there
exists some v∈DCFS(N ) with $(v)¿D not containing the start of an !-transition iJ
there exists some w∈DFS(N ) with $(w)¿D not containing an !-transition. We may
assume that both, v and w end with (1), since further transition parts or transitions
do not make v or w last longer; by Lemma 3.6, we may further assume that v starts
with (1).
We observe some possible transformations for v: if a round of v has the form v1t−v2
with ∈T± and  = t+, we can replace it by v1t−v2 getting a dc-Bring sequence that
reaches the same CID after this round and in the end; similarly, we can change t+
to t+ for ∈T± with  = t−. Hence, we may assume that each round of v has the
form v−i viv
+
i , where v
−
i consists of transition ends, vi has the form t
+
1 t
−
1 t
+
2 t
−
2 : : : t
+
n t
−
n ,
and v+i consists of transition starts.
Let v=(1)v−1 v1v
+
1 (1) : : : v
−
n vnv
+
n (1)∈DCFS(N ) be of this form; then the transitions
in v+i must end Bring in the next round, i.e. v
+
i consists of the same transitions as v
−
i+1
for i=1; : : : n − 1; and we have v−1 = 	. For v we construct w=w11(1) : : : wnn(1)
as follows: wi is vi with each pair t+j t
−
j replaced by tj; i consists of the transi-
tions listed in v+i . Vice versa, from w=w11(1) : : : wnn(1)∈DFS(N ) we construct
v=(1)v−1 v1v
+
1 (1) : : : v
−
n vnv
+
n (1) by: vi is wi with each tj replaced by t
+
j t
−
j ; v
+
i and v
−
i+1
list the transitions in i as starts, as ends resp. Since $(v)= n+1¿D iJ $(w)= n¿D,
it remains to show that, for these constructions, v is dc-Brable iJ w is d-Brable. For
this proof, we use the notation given by
CIDN [(1)v−1 〉c CID1[v1〉cCID′1[v+1 〉cCID′′1 [(1)v−2 〉c : : :CID′n[v+n 〉cCID′′n [(1)〉c
and
DIDN =DID1[w1〉DID′1[1(1)〉DID2 : : :DID′n[n(1)〉:
Obviously, the M -parts are transformed in the same way by v and w, i.e. the M -parts
of CIDi and DIDi coincide (and are both denoted Mi by our convention anyway) and
also the M -parts of CID′i and DID
′
i (denoted M
′
i ). Additionally to the Brability of v
and w, we show by induction that Ci = ∅ and Ui consists of those t ∈Ai with i(t)= 0,
while i(t)= 1 for t ∈Ai − Ui. This is true for i=1; so we now assume it for i.
Enabledness of vi and wi only depends on Mi, so one is enabled if the other is;
obviously, C′i = ∅ since Ci = ∅. Firing wi, a transition t is removed from Ui if it is
Bred or disabled; hence, either t =∈A′i or t is enabled again with -value 1. Hence,
U ′i = {t ∈A′i | ′i(t)= 0}. Now CID′i[v+i 〉cCID′′i [(1)〉c iJ the transitions in v+i form the
enabled step i such that no transition in C′′i ⊆A′i , i.e. in the step, or in A′′i ⊆A′i has
′′i -value 0 oJ M
′
i [i〉; i ∩U ′i = ∅ (since ′′i |C′′i = ′i |C′′i ) and U ′i \(•i)•= ∅ (since
A′′i =A
′
i\(•i)• and ′′i |A′′i = ′i |A′′i ) iJ DID′i[i(1)〉. By the form of v, it is obvious that
CID′i [v
+
i (1)v
−
i+1〉c iJ CID′i [v+i (1)〉c for i¡n.
It remains to relate CIDi+1 and DIDi+1 for i¡n. As remarked, the M -parts coincide,
and by the form of v we have Ci+1 = ∅. All transitions in A′′i = {t | (M ′i −•i)[t〉}=Ui+1
have ′′i -value 1, hence i+1-value 0; all transitions in Ai+1 − A′′i are newly activated
by v−i+1, hence they have i+1-value 1. Thus, we are done.
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4. Transitions without activation time or without duration
For our tests with e5ciency for asynchronous systems, we have deBned a Bring rule
in DeBnition 3.1 where each enabled transition has to occur within time 1 (unless it
is disabled within this time). Occurrence of a transition has two phases: the activation
phase lasts from the enabling moment to the start of Bring, the Bring phase from there
to the end of Bring. This corresponds to the a priori duality of Petri nets, with the
activation phase corresponding to the places and the Bring phase to the transitions.
According to DeBnition 3.1, both phases together last at most time 1.
Two variants also seem very natural: One could assume that a run takes time just
because the activities take time, i.e. we could assume that all the time a transition takes
is spent on Bring while the activation phase is instantaneous. Or we could assume – as it
is often done – that the transition has no duration, i.e. the Bring phase is instantaneous,
while the activation phase may take up to one unit of time; this variant is technically
the easiest. In this section, both these variants will be studied and the corresponding
testing preorders will be translated to testing preorders based on discrete behaviour.
The Bring rules we deBne below are special cases of DeBnition 3.1, i.e. the Bring
sequences according to the deBnitions to come will be continuous Bring sequences.
We start with the case where the activation phase takes no time; for historical reasons
which will become clear, we speak of continuous asynchronous Bring.
Denition 4.1. For CID’s (M;A; C; ) and (M ′; A′; C′; ′) of a net N we write
(M;A; C; )[〉ca(M ′; A′; C′; ′) if one of the following cases applies:
(1) = t+; t ∈A;
M ′=M − •t; A′= {t′ |M ′[t′〉}; C′=C ∪{t}; ′= |(A′∪C′).
(2) = t−; t ∈C;
M ′=M + t•; A′= {t′ |M ′[t′〉}; C′=C − {t}; ′=  | (A∪C′) ∪ 1(A′−A):
(3) =(r); r ∈R+0 ,
r6min(C); M ′=M; A′=A= ∅; C′=C; ′= − r:
The set CAFS(N )= {w |CIDN [w〉caCID} is the set of (ca-;rable) continuous asyn-
chronous ;ring sequences of N , the set CAL(N )= {l(w) |w∈CAFS(N )} is the con-
tinuous asynchronous language of N containing the continuous asynchronous traces
of N .
In this deBnition, time cannot pass if a transition is enabled; otherwise, this transition
would have a non-zero activation phase.
Denition 4.2. A testable net N ca-satis;es a continuously timed test (O; R); N mustca
(O; R), if each w∈CAL(N‖O) with $(w)¿R contains some !+. For testable nets N1
and N2, we call N1 a continuously asynchronously faster implementation of N2; N1 ca
N2, if N1 ca-satisBes all continuously timed tests that N2 satisBes.
To obtain a discrete version of the testing preorder ca, we again consider a dis-
cretized version as an intermediate step.
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Fig. 1. Non-zero testing in the a-variant.
Denition 4.3. The da-language DAL(N ) of net N is deBned as DAL(N )= {v∈
CAL(N ) | r=1 for all time steps (r) in v}, i.e. a subset of CAL(N ): DAFS(N ) and da-
;rability are deBned accordingly, and da-satisfaction of discretely timed tests, N mustda
(O;D) and da as in DeBnition 3.4.
The additional separation property of Lemma 3.5 guarantees that this lemma can be
applied to w∈CAFS(N ) and v∈DAFS(N ); if there is a time step in v, then there is
also a time step at the corresponding position of w, thus no transition is enabled under
the marking of the respective CID. Hence:
Lemma 4.4. For a net N and w∈CAL(N ); there is a v∈DAL(N ) with #(v)= #(w)
and $(v)¿$(w).
Proof. cf. Lemma 3.5.
Theorem 4.5. The relations ca and da coincide.
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.7.
One could also think of a non-zero version of CAFS, in which each transition Bring
would be required to have a non-zero duration. Here, the resulting testing preorder
would be diJerent.
Fig. 1 shows two testable nets N1 and N2 and a test net O. According to the deBnition
of CAL; N1 can simulate any behaviour of N2 by Bring the additional 	-transition in
time 0; hence, if N2 ca-fails a test, N1 can also ca-fail this test, i.e. N1 ca N2. But
considering a CAL-behaviour where each Bring has non-zero duration, in N1‖O a has
to start before the additional 	-transition can end, hence N1 would satisfy (O; 1); but
in N2‖O a can be disabled such that N2 would not satisfy any (O; R).
The advantage of the a-variant is that the discrete version is quite simple. Since an
enabled transition has to start Bring immediately, and Bring ends automatically after the
next time step (1) at the latest, we do not have to keep track of urgent transitions and
can simply use markings to describe system states. The following deBnition coincides
essentially with the asynchronous Bring rule given in [21]; this is the reason why we
have chosen the same name. Note that we do not assume an implicit initial time step
in this variant.
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Denition 4.6. For markings M;M ′ of a net N we write M [〉aM ′ if one of the fol-
lowing cases applies:
(1) = t ∈T; M [t〉M ′;
(2) = (1); ⊆T; M [〉M ′ and  is a maximal step.
Based on this, (a-;rable) asynchronous ;ring sequences AFS, asynchronous language
AL, a-satisfaction of discretely timed tests (requiring $(w)¿D this time!), musta and
a-faster testing preorder a are deBned.
Again, we can write a step as the sequence of its plussed elements. In fact, we
can replace part 2 of DeBnition 4.6 by two parts, deBning the starting of a transition
and the occurrence of (1) provided no further transition start is possible; in this form,
asynchronous Bring was deBned in [21]. This form is possible, since each step can be
extended to a maximal step; such a form is not possible for discrete Bring as deBned
in DeBnition 3.11, since there are cases where a step cannot be extended to a step that
satisBes the requirements in DeBnition 3:11:2. As in the general case, ca- and a-testing
give the same relation on nets:
Theorem 4.7. The relations ca and a coincide.
Proof. Applying Theorem 4.5, it su5ce to show the equality of da and a. As in
the proof of Theorem 3.12, one has to show how a da-Bring sequence without !+ can
be transformed into an a-Bring sequence without ! of the same duration; for this one
can rearrange a da-Bring sequence such that each round consists of a sequence v−i of
transition ends, a Bring sequence vi and a sequence v+i of transition starts. After v
−
i ,
there are no current transitions and, in the da-case, all enabled transitions have -value
1 as we will see inductively; this is certainly true in the Brst round since v−1 = 	. After
vi, there are still no current transitions and =1. The third sequence v+i is the start
of a step; since we are in the da-case, there are no enabled transitions at the end of
v+i , i.e. the step is maximal. Furthermore, all enabled transitions after the end of this
step, v−i+1, are enabled by v
−
i+1, i.e. we have =1 again. Thus, a da-round consists of
a Bring sequence followed by a maximal step, just as deBned in DeBnition 4.6.
Now, we come to the second variant, which we call the i-variant since here all
transitions are without duration, i.e. instantaneous.
Denition 4.8. For CID’s (M;A; C; ) and (M ′; A′; C′; ′) of a net N we write
(M;A; C; )[〉ci(M ′; A′; C′; ′) if one of the following cases applies:
(1) = t+; t ∈A;
M ′=M − •t; A′= {t′ |M ′[t′〉}; C′=C ∪{t}; ′= |(A′∪C′):
(2) = t−; t ∈C;
M ′=M + t•; A′= {t′ |M ′[t′〉}; C′=C − {t}; ′= |(A∪C′) ∪ 1(A′−A).
(3) =(r); r ∈R+0 ;
r6min(A); M ′=M; A′=A; C =C′= ∅; ′= − r:
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Based on this, we deBne the (ci-;rable) ci-Bring sequences CIFS(N ) and the ci-
language CIL(N ) of an net N . Analogously to DeBnition 4.2, ci-satisfaction of a
continuously timed test (O; R); mustci and ci are deBned.
In this deBnition, time cannot pass if a transition is current; otherwise, this transition
would have a non-zero duration. Once again, we Brst consider a discretized version as
an intermediate step.
Denition 4.9. The di-language DIL(N ) of a net N is a subset of CIL(N ) deBned as
DIL(N )= {w∈CIL(N ) | r=1 for all time steps (r) in w}; DIFS and di-Brability are
deBned correspondingly. di-satisfaction of discretely timed tests, mustdi and di are
deBned as in DeBnition 3.4.
The additional separation property of Lemma 3.5 guarantees that this lemma can be
applied to w∈CIFS(N ) and v∈DIFS(N ); if there is a time step in v, then there is
also a time step at the corresponding position of w, thus no transition is current under
the respective CID. Hence:
Lemma 4.10. For a net N and w∈CIL(N ); there is a v∈DIL(N ) with #(v)= #(w)
and $(v)¿$(w).
Proof. cf. Lemma 3.5.
Theorem 4.11. The relations ci and di coincide.
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.7.
In the i-variant, the analogue of Lemma 3.6 holds with the same proof (noting that
in CID′1 no transition is current, since this holds true in CID1):
Lemma 4.12. For each v∈DIFS(N ) there is a v′ ∈DIFS(N ) that starts with a (1)-
time-step and satis;es #(v′)= #(v) and $(v′)¿$(v).
Proof. cf. Lemma 3.6.
As in the proof of Theorem 3.12, we can rearrange the transition parts in each
round of a di-Bring sequence. This time, each round simply is transformed to a Bring
sequence.
Remark. After this transformation, we can cater for a non-zero requirement: we can
require that between each end of a transition and the start of the next some positive-
time elapses. We can deBne a corresponding testing preorder and show its coincidence
with ci using an analogue of Lemma 3.9. Such an analogue does not hold for un-
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transformed ci-Bring sequences: if such a sequence contains a subsequence t+1 t
−
2 t
+
3 t
−
1 ,
we would require a time step between t−2 and t
+
3 that is forbidden since t1 must Bre
instantaneously.
In a transformed di-Bring sequence that starts with (1), the following happens: 1 unit
of time elapses and all enabled transitions become urgent, i.e. have -value 0; some
transitions Bre such that each urgent transition Bres or is disabled, i.e. all enabled
transitions have -value 1 now; these transitions become urgent with the next (1) and
so on. We arrive at the following i-Bring rule, which obviously gives rise to a testing
preorder coinciding with ci.
Denition 4.13. For DID’s (M;U ) and (M ′; U ′) we write (M;U )[〉i(M ′; U ′) if one
of the following cases applies:
(1) = t ∈T; M [t〉M ′; U ′=U\(•t)•
(2) =(1); M =M ′; U = ∅; U ′= {t |M [t〉}
IFS(N )= {w∈ (T ∪{(1)})∗ |DIDN [w〉i} is the set of (i-;rable) i-;ring sequences and
gives rise to the i-language IL(N ) of N . A testable net N i-satis;es a discretely timed
test (O;D); N musti(O;D), if each w∈ IL(N‖O) with $(w)¿D contains some !; the
i-faster testing preorder i is deBned as usual.
Theorem 4.14. The relations ci and i coincide.
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.12.
5. Characterization of the discrete testing preorder
Our aim is now to characterize the test-preorder . In the classical case [6], this is
done by the failure semantics which contains pairs (w; X ) where w is an executable
action sequence and X is a set of actions that can be refused by the system in the
state reached after w. Sometimes, the characterization also needs this refusal information
in intermediate states occurring during execution of the sequence, yielding a refusal
trace semantics [16]. To understand our characterization of , an unusual view of
failure semantics seems appropriate: if (w; X ) is a failure pair, w is a partial run of
the system, i.e. the system is (possibly) stopped prematurely; but the actions in X
are treated correctly when the system is stopped, since they are not possible at this
stage. What we need to characterize  is a kind of refusal trace semantics which gives
information on correctly treated actions and transitions.
Discrete refusal Bring sequences are very similar to discrete Bring sequences, but
instead of (1), we will have a substep 1 of  of correctly started transitions and a
set of actions to indicate a time-step. The transitions in 1 are started within  and are
not urgent, i.e. they are treated correctly w.r.t. the requirement ∩U = ∅. The set X
contains actions that are not urgent when the time step occurs, i.e. are treated properly
concerning the condition U\(•)•= ∅. In both parts, internal actions have to be treated
properly. The reader is invited to compare DeBnitions 5.1 and 3.11.
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Denition 5.1. Let (M;U ) and (M ′; U ′) be DID’s of a net N . We write (M;U )[〉r
(M ′; U ′) if one of the following cases applies:
(1) = t ∈T; M [t〉M ′; U ′=U\(•t)•
(2) = 1X; ; 1⊆T; M [〉M ′; X ⊆,
1⊆ ; 1∩U = ∅; ∀t ∈ : l(t)= 	⇒ t ∈ 1,
∀t ∈U\(•)•: l(t) =∈X ∪{	},
U ′= {t | (M −• )[t〉}
The corresponding sequences are called (r-;rable) discrete refusal ;ring sequences,
denoted by DRFS(N ). DRT (N )= {l(w) |w∈DRFS(N )} is the set of discrete refusal
traces where l(1X )= l()l(1)X . If DID[w〉rDID′, we write DID[l(w)〉〉rDID′. The
behaviour in between two sets is called a round. To have a linear notation,  and 1
will be written as a sequence of the elements of , where t ∈ 1 is plussed (t+) and
t ∈  − 1 is tilded (t∼). This carries over to the level of refusal traces.
It is not hard to see that DRT -semantics is more detailed than DL-semantics.
Proposition 5.2. Let N1 and N2 be nets. Then DRT (N1)⊆DRT (N2) implies DL(N1)⊆
DL(N2).
Proof. To obtain DL(N ) from DRT (N ) take those refusal traces in which all parts
1X satisfy = 1 and X = by replacing  by (1). Since internal transitions in
 are in 1 as well, = 1 implies equality of the underlying steps, i.e. they contain no
urgent transition.
Now, we want to show that the DRT -semantics induces a congruence for parallel
composition; for this, we deBne ‖A for discrete refusal traces. When composing u and
v, actions from A are merged, while others are interleaved. Steps must coincide on
the synchronized actions from A while actions from \A are added up. A combined
transition (t1; t2) of some N1 ‖A N2 is enabled, if t1 is enabled in N1 and t2 is enabled
in N2; hence, (t1; t2) is urgent only if t1 and t2 are urgent. Therefore, correctly started
actions in steps of u or v can be combined with incorrect ones to give correctly
started actions; hence, in the steps of the resulting sequence w the number of correctly
started actions can be up to the sum of correctly started actions from the steps of u
and v; naturally, this number is limited by the number of actions started at all. In w,
actions from A are treated correctly concerning the condition U\(•)•= ∅ if they are
treated correctly in u or v, while the others have to be treated correctly in both, u
and v.
Denition 5.3. Let u; v∈ (∪ (M()×M()×P()))∗ and A⊆. Then u ‖A v is
the set of all w∈ (∪ (M()×M()×P()))∗ such that u= u1 : : : un; v= v1 : : : vn;
w=w1 : : : wn for some n and for i=1; : : : ; n one of the following cases applies:
(1) ui = vi =wi ∈A
(2) ui =wi ∈ (− A) and vi = 	
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(3) vi =wi ∈ (− A) and ui = 	
(4) ui; vi; wi ∈ (M()×M()×P())
ui =p1q1X1; vi =p2q2X2; wi =pqX
∀a∈A: p1(a)=p2(a)=p(a)
∀a∈ (− A): p(a)=p1(a) + p2(a)
∀a∈: q(a)6min(p(a); q1(a) + q2(a))
X ⊆ ((X1 ∪X2)∩A)∪ (X1 ∩X2)
Let N1; N2 be nets, A⊆, and N =(N1 ‖A N2). Let DID; DID1; DID2 be reachable
instantaneous descriptions of N; N1; N2, respectively. Then DID=(M;U ) is the A-
combination of DID1 = (M1; U1) and DID2 = (M2; U2) if
M ((s1; ∗)) =M1(s1) for s1 ∈ S1
M ((∗; s2)) =M2(s2) for s2 ∈ S2
U =((U1×{∗})∪ (U1×U2)∪ ({∗}×U2))∩T
The reason for the last equation is again that a synchronized transition is urgent iJ both
its components are urgent. The following technical lemma is essential for the proof
of the next theorem stating that we have deBned ‖A appropriately for discrete refusal
traces. Here proji denotes the projection onto the ith component; we assume that
proj1(∗; t2) and proj2(t1; ∗) are undeBned for all t1; t2 and that in this case statements
like proji(t)∈ 1i or proji(t) =∈Ui are false, as they violate an implicit deBnedness.
For a set ; proji() is the set of all deBned proji(t) with t ∈ . Since the proofs of
Lemma 5.4 and Theorem 5.5 are rather technical, they are omitted here, see [9] for
some details.
Lemma 5.4. Let N1; N2 be nets; A⊆; and N =(N1 ‖A N2). Let DID1 = (M1; U1);
DID2 = (M2; U2) and DID=(M;U ) be reachable discrete instantaneous descriptions
of N1; N2; N; respectively; such that DID is the A-combination of DID1 and DID2.
(1) If DID[〉r in N according to De;nition 5.1(1) or (2); then there are 1; 2 such
that DID1[1〉r in N1; DID2[〉r in N2 and one of the following cases applies:
(a) =(t1; t2); 1 = t1; 2 = t2; l1(t1)= l2(t2)∈A
(b) =(t1; ∗); 1 = t1; 2 = 	; l1(t1) =∈A
(c) Analogously for =(∗; t2)
(d) = 1X; 1 = 111X1; 2 = 212X2;
1 =proj1(); 2 =proj2();
∀t ∈ 1: proj1(t)∈ 11 ∨proj2(t)∈ 12
X ⊆ ((X1 ∪X2)∩A)∪ (X1 ∩X2)
(2) Let DID1[〉r and DID2[〉r according to De;nition 5.1(1) or (2)
(a) If 1 = t1; 2 = t2; l1(t1)= l2(t2)∈A; then DID[〉r with =(t1; t2).
(b) If 1 = t1; 2 = 	; l1(t1) =∈A; then DID[〉r with =(t1; ∗).
(c) Analoguosly for 2 = t2; l2(t2) =∈A
(d) If 1 = 111X1 and 2 = 212X2; then DID[〉r for all = 1X with
⊆T; proj1()= 1; proj2()= 2; both injective;
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1⊆ ; ∀t ∈ 1: proj1(t)∈ 11 ∨proj2(t)∈ 12
X ⊆ ((X1 ∪X2)∩A)∪ (X1 ∩X2)
Proof. Omitted.
Theorem 5.5. For nets N1 and N2 and A⊆ we have
DRT (N1 ‖A N2)=
⋃ {u1 ‖A u2 | u2 ∈DRT (N1); u2 ∈DRT (N2)}:
Proof. Omitted.
The following theorem gives what usually is a core result of a testing approach:
the testing deBnition models intuition but is hard to work with, since it refers to all
possible tests; here we give a characterization of N1N2 that only refers to N1 and N2.
This also gives decidability of  as discussed below.
Theorem 5.6. Let N1 and N2 be testable nets. Then N1N2 if and only if DRT (N1)
⊆DRT (N2).
Proof. ‘if ’: DRT (N1)⊆DRT (N2) implies DL(N1‖O)⊆DL(N2‖O) for each timed test
(O;D) by Theorem 5.5 and Proposition 5.2. Thus, if N1 fails the test due to some
w∈DL(N1‖O), then so does N2.
‘only if ’: In this proof upper indices are used; e.g. a21 is an item with two indices
and not the string a1a1. We assume N1N2 and take some
w= a11 : : : a
1
n1b
1+
1 : : : b
1+
m1 c
1∼
1 : : : c
1∼
k1 X
1 : : : aL1 : : : a
L
nLb
L+
1 : : : b
L+
mL c
L∼
1 : : : c
L∼
kL X
L
from DRT (N1), where L; mi; ni; ki ∈N0. (All discrete refusal traces of N1 can be ex-
tended to end with a set, hence it is enough to consider traces of this form.) We may
assume that X j ⊆ l1(T1)∪ l2(T2), i.e. X j is Bnite (j=1; : : : ; L), since DRT (N ) is closed
under addition and removal of actions that do not appear in N at all to resp. from the
X -sets. We construct a test (O;D) that a net fails if and only if it has w as discrete
refusal trace. Then N1 fails (O;D), hence N2 does and we are done. We deBne O as
follows. See Fig. 2 for the case w= ab+c∼{x} d∅.
SO = {s ji | j=1; : : : ; L+ 1; i=0; 1; 2}∪ {sL+21 }
∪ {s jai | j=1; : : : ; L; i=1; : : : ; nj + 1}
∪ {s jrx | j=1; : : : ; L; x∈X j}
∪ {s jbi1; s jbi2 | j=1; : : : ; L; i=1; : : : ; mj}
∪ {s jci0; s jci1; s jci2 | j=1; : : : ; L; i=1; : : : ; kj}
TO = {t ji | j=1; : : : ; L+ 1; i=0; 1; 2}∪ {tL+21 }
∪ {t jai | j=1; : : : ; L; i=1; : : : ; nj}
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Fig. 2. Test net O.
∪{t jrx | j=1; : : : ; L; x∈X j}
∪ {t jbi; t jbi1; t jbi2 | j=1; : : : ; L; i=1; : : : ; mj}
∪ {t jci; t jci0; t jci2 | j=1; : : : ; L; i=1; : : : ; kj}
O has arcs for the following pairs:
(s j0 ; t
j
0 ); j=1; : : : ; L+ 1
(t j0 ; s
j+1
0 ); j=1; : : : ; L
(t j0 ; s
j+1
1 ); j=1; : : : ; L+ 1
(t j0 ; s
j
2); j=1; : : : ; L+ 1
(s j1 ; t
j
1 ); j=1; : : : ; L+ 2
(s j2 ; t
j
2 ); j=1; : : : ; L+ 1
(s j1 ; t
j
2 ); j=1; : : : ; L+ 1
(t j0 ; s
j
a1); j=1; : : : ; L
(s jai; t
j
ai); j=1; : : : ; L; i=1; : : : ; nj
(t jai; s
j
a(i+1)); j=1; : : : ; L; i=1; : : : ; nj
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(s ja(nj+1); t
j
2 ); j=1; : : : ; L
(t j0 ; s
j+1
rx ); j=1; : : : ; L− 1; x∈X j+1
(s jrx; t
j
rx); j=1; : : : ; L; x∈X j
(s jrx; t
j+1
2 ); j=1; : : : ; L; x∈X j
(t j0 ; s
j+1
bi1 ); j=1; : : : ; L− 1; i=1; : : : ; mj
(s jbi1; t
j
bi); j=1; : : : ; L; i=1; : : : ; mj
(s jbi1; t
j
bi1); j=1; : : : ; L; i=1; : : : ; mj
(t jbi; s
j
bi2); j=1; : : : ; L; i=1; : : : ; mj
(s jbi2; t
j
bi2); j=1; : : : ; L; i=1; : : : ; mj
(s jbi2; t
j+2
2 ); j=1; : : : ; L− 1; i=1; : : : ; mj
(t j0 ; s
j+1
ci0 ); j=1; : : : ; L− 1; i=1; : : : ; kj
(t j0 ; s
j
ci1); j=1; : : : ; L; i=1; : : : ; kj
(s jci1; t
j
ci); j=1; : : : ; L; i=1; : : : ; kj
(t jci; s
j
ci2); j=1; : : : ; L; i=1; : : : ; kj
(s jci2; t
j
ci2); j=1; : : : ; L; i=1; : : : ; kj
(s jci0; t
j
ci); j=1; : : : ; L; i=1; : : : ; kj
(s jci0; t
j
ci0); j=1; : : : ; L; i=1; : : : ; kj
(s jci2; t
j+2
2 ); j=1; : : : ; L− 1; i=1; : : : ; kj
Initially, the places s10; s
1
1 and s
1
rx with x∈X 1 and s1bi1 with i=1; : : : ; m1 and s1ci0 with
i=1; : : : ; k1 are marked. The labelling is as follows:
lO(t
j
0 )= lO(t
j
2 )= 	; j=1; : : : ; L+ 1
lO(t
j
1 )=!; j=1; : : : ; L+ 2
lO(t
j
ai)= a
j
i ; j=1; : : : ; L; i=1; : : : ; nj
lO(t jrx)= x; j=1; : : : ; L; x∈X j
lO(t
j
bi)= b
j
i ; j=1; : : : ; L; i=1; : : : ; mj
lO(t
j
bi1)= lO(t
j
bi2)=!; j=1; : : : ; L; i=1; : : : ; mj
lO(t
j
ci)= c
j
i ; j=1; : : : ; L; i=1; : : : ; kj
lO(t
j
ci0)= lO(t
j
ci2)=!; j=1; : : : ; L; i=1; : : : ; kj
The subnet consisting of the s ji ; t
j
i with i=0; 1; 2 for j=1; : : : ; L + 1 and s
L+2
1 ; t
L+2
1
acts as a clock. It ends with an !-transition (t L+21 ), and in order to fail the test, the
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clock must proceed as slow as possible but still respect the Bring discipline, i.e. it must
work with a Bxed speed. N1 will fail the test for D=L + 1, i.e. L + 1 rounds with
L+1 (1)’s occur, not counting the initial implicit (1), in the following called 0th (1).
We now describe how such a failing trace must look like. First, consider the sequence
of the sj0; t
j
0 with j=1; : : : ; L+1 Bnished by s
L+2
1 ; t
L+2
1 . Before the (L+1)th (1) occurs,
t L+21 must not be urgent, i.e. t
L+1
0 must end Bring after the Lth (1). Inductively, t
j
0 must
end Bring after the (j − 1)th (1). As t10 is initially activated, it must end Bring before
the Brst (1). Inductively, t j0 must end Bring before the jth (1). Altogether, t
j
0 must end
Bring in the jth round. As a result, t j1 is urgent in the jth round, for j=1; : : : ; L+ 1,
and must be deactivated by t j2 ; since s
j
2 is only marked in the jth round, t
j
2 starts Bring
in the jth round. The t jai are sequenced in between the end of t
j
0 and the start of t
j
2 ,
and by the above agrument, they all must Bre in zero time in the jth round.
The t jbi1 are activated concurrently by the end of t
j−1
0 which occurs one round before.
Hence, in the jth round the t jbi1 are urgent and the t
j
bi must start Bring in the jth round
at the latest in order to deactivate the t jbi1. The ends of the t
j
bi activate the t
j
bi2 which
are urgent one round later, but will only be deactivated by t j+22 . So the t
j
bi must end
Bring not before round j+1. Thus, the t jbi must start in the jth round and must end in
round j+1. For j=L, the t Lbi2 will not be deactivated, the t
L
bi must end Bring in round
L+ 1 and in this case the t Lbi2 can be avoided in the Brst L+ 1 rounds. As the t
j
bi are
urgent in the test net in round j, they must be synchronized with non-urgent partners
in the tested net. We conclude that the tested net must be able to perform the bj+i in
round j.
Analogously, the t jci0 are activated concurrently by the end of t
j−1
0 and in the jth
round the t jci must start Bring at the latest in order to deactivate the now urgent t
j
ci0. As
above, the t jci2 are deactivated only two rounds later by the t
j+2
2 (or are avoided in the
case j=L) and the t jci must end Bring in round j+1. Hence, they must not be urgent
in round j, which is guaranteed by the test net via the activation by t j0 . Therefore, the
tested net must be able to perform the c j∼i in round j.
The t jrx are also activated concurrently by the end of t
j−1
0 and are urgent in round j.
But the tokens on the s jrx are needed for the Bring start of t
j+1
2 one round later, so if
there are synchronization partners for the t jrx in the tested net, they must not be urgent
when the time step occurs, i.e. the tested net must be able to perform a time step X j
with x∈X j.
We conclude that N1 can fail the test by performing w, so N2 must be able to
fail the test; we see, that the test can only be failed by performing w and conclude
w∈DRT (N2).
Corollary 5.7. The DRT-semantics is fully abstract w.r.t. DL and parallel composi-
tion of nets; i.e. it gives the coarsest congruence for parallel composition that respects
DL-equivalence.  is a precongruence for parallel composition.
Proof. Theorem 5.5 and Proposition 5.2 show that DRT -equivalence is a congru-
ence that respects discrete equivalence. If DRT (N1) =DRT (N2), then the proof of
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Theorem 5.6 exhibits a test net O such that DL(N1‖O) =DL(N2‖O). (If N1 or N2
contain the special action !, then its role in O must be played by some other action
a not occuring in N1 or N2; consider DL(Ni‖−{a}O) in this case.)
Theorem 5.6 essentially reduces  to an inclusion of regular languages; the only
small problem is that the refusal sets X can be arbitrarily large, but when comparing N1
and N2 it is obviously su5cient to draw these sets from the Bnite set l1(T1)∪ l2(T2).
Thus,  is in particular decidable, which is not obvious form the start, where we have
arbitrary test nets O according to DeBnition 3.3 and for each N‖O an inBnite (even
uncountable) state space according to DeBnition 3.1. Similarly, a and i will turn
out to be decidable. In the literature, similar results exist that reduce an inBnite state
space arising from the use of dense time to a Bnite one, starting with [1]; but as far
as we know, they are not applicable to our setting. Note that [1] arrives at a Bnite
state space, but it is not possible to use discrete time as we do. A similar discretization
result to ours can be found in [17]; there, the motivation is diJerent and discretization
gives a Bring sequence with shorter duration, which would not help here.
The preorder  is also compatible with other interesting operations on nets:
Denition 5.8. A relabelling function is a function f :∪{	}→∪{	} with f(	)= 	
and f()=. The relabelling N [f] of N with relabelling function f is obtained from
N by changing the labelling from l to f◦l. Hiding a∈ in N means changing all
labels a to 	; it results in N\a. Restricting a∈ in N means deleting all a-labelled
transitions; it results in N=a.
Theorem 5.9.  is a precongruence for hiding; relabelling and restriction.
Proof. DRT (N\a) can be constructed from those refusal traces in DRT (N ) where for
all steps 1X we have a∈X and l()(a)= l(1)(a); these requirements are necessary to
ensure that the new internal actions in N\a are treated correctly. Delete all a and a+ in
these traces and replace the refusal sets by arbitrary subsets (possibly not containing a).
For restriction of a, consider those refusal traces that do not contain a; a+ or a∼
and add a to some (including the cases ‘none’ and ‘all’) refusal sets.
For relabelling it is enough to consider those functions that change some a to some
b and leave all other actions unchanged. We can construct DRT (N [f]) by changing
in the refusal traces all a to b, all a+ to b+ and all a∼ to b∼, removing b from those
refusal sets that do not also contain a and adding a to ‘some’ refusal sets.
6. Characterizations for the variants of testing
As mentioned above, a has already been studied in [21]. For completeness, we
simply state the characterization obtained there in a form that is slightly modiBed
for uniformity. While the occurrence of (1) in some asynchronous Bring sequence
requires that  is a maximal step, we allow the occurrence of X in the following
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deBnition, where X lists actions that are treated correctly w.r.t maximality. (Again,
compare DeBnitions 6.1 and 4.6.)
Denition 6.1. For markings M; M ′ we write M [〉raM ′ if one of the following cases
applies:
(1) = t ∈T; M [t〉M ′;
(2) =X; ⊆T; X ⊂; M [〉M ′,
∀t ∈T : (M − •)[t〉⇒l(t) =∈X ∪{	}
If M [w〉raM ′, we write M [l(w)〉〉raM ′. The sets ARFS(N ) and ART (N ) and ra-Brability
are deBned suitably.
Theorem 6.2. Let N1 and N2 be testable nets. Then N1a N2 if and only if ART (N1)⊆
ART (N2).
Proof. Omitted.
Corollary 6.3. The relation a is a precongruence for parallel composition of nets.
ART -equivalence is fully abstract w.r.t. asynchronous equivalence and parallel com-
position of nets.
Proof. Omitted.
Theorem 6.4. a is a precongruence for hiding; relabelling and restriction.
Proof. Omitted.
We now come to the i-variant, which – apart from the use of DID’s – is very
simple. We deBne i-refusal traces, where the requirement for (1) to occur, namely that
no transition is urgent, is weakened and we write a set X of non-urgent actions instead
of (1). (Again, compare DeBnitions 6.5 and 4.13.)
Denition 6.5. We write (M;U )[〉ri(M ′; U ′) for DID’s (M;U ) and (M ′; U ′) of a net
N if one of the following cases applies:
(1) = t ∈T; M [t〉M ′; U ′=U\(•t)•
(2) =X; X ⊆; M =M ′; U ′= {t |M [t〉}; ∀t ∈U : l(t) =∈X ∪{	}
This deBnes the (ri-;rable) i-refusal ;ring sequences IRFS(N ) and the i-refusal
traces IRT (N ). If DID[w〉riDID′, we write DID[l(w)〉〉riDID′.
Proposition 6.6. Let N1 and N2 be nets. Then IRT (N1)⊆ IRT (N2) implies IL(N1)⊆
IL(N2).
Proof. Obtain IL(N ) from those i-refusal traces, where all sets equal .
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DeBnition 6.5 is the special case of DeBnition 5.1 where in (2) the steps  and 1
are empty. Similarly, we can specialize DeBnition 5.3, Lemma 5.4 and Theorem 5.5;
this gives the following deBnition and theorem.
Denition 6.7. Let u; v∈ ( ∪ P())∗; A⊆∗. Then u‖Av is the set of all w∈ ( ∪
P())∗ such that for some n we have u= u1 : : : un; v= v1 : : : vn; w=w1 : : : wn and for
i=1; : : : ; n one of the following cases applies:
(1) ui = vi =wi ∈A
(2) ui =wi ∈ (− A) and vi = 	
(3) vi =wi ∈ (− A) and ui = 	
(4) ui; vi; wi⊆ and wi⊆ ((ui ∪ vi) ∩ A) ∪ (ui ∩ vi)
Theorem 6.8. For nets N1 and N2 and A⊆ we have
IRT (N1‖AN2)=
⋃ {u‖Av | u∈ IRT (N1); v∈ IRT (N2)}:
Proof. Omitted.
The proof of Theorem 5.6 carries over to the i-variant; the ‘if’-part is completely
analogous, and the test net specializes to the i-variant: there are no bj+i or c
j∼
i in w
and, hence, no sb- or sc-places and tb- or tc-transitions in O.
Theorem 6.9. For testable nets N1 and N2; we have N1i N2 if and only if IRT (N1)
⊆ IRT (N2).
Proof. Omitted.
Corollary 6.10. The IRT -semantics is fully abstract w.r.t. IL and parallel composition
of nets; i is a precongruence w.r.t. parallel composition.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Corollary 5.7.
Theorem 6.11. i is a precongruence for hiding; relabelling and restriction.
Proof. See proof of Theorem 5.9 with = 1= ∅.
7. Further properties of DRT-semantics and its variants
To check the testing preorders we have deBned, it is often helpful to use the fol-
lowing forward simulations; as an application, we will show some properties of ;a
and i one might intuitively expect from a faster-than relation.
Denition 7.1. A relation S between some DID’s of net N1 and some of net N2 is a
DRT -( forward) simulation from N1 to N2 if the following hold:
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(1) (DIDN1 ; DIDN2 )∈S
(2) If (DID1; DID2)∈S and DID1[t〉rDID′1, then DID2[l1(t)〉〉rDID′2 for some DID′2
with (DID′1; DID
′
2)∈S.
(3) If (DID1; DID2)∈S and DID1[1X 〉rDID′1, then DID2[l1()l1(1)X 〉〉rDID′2 for
some DID′2 with (DID
′
1; DID
′
2)∈S.
Observe that in the latter two cases the moves from DID2 to DID′2 may involve
sequences of internal transitions.
ART - and IRT -simulations are deBned analogously (where, in particular, ART -
simulations relate markings).
The following theorem is straightforward; compare e.g. [12] for a similar result and
a survey on the use of simulations.
Theorem 7.2. If there exists a DRT - (ART -; IRT -) simulation from net N1 to net
N2; then N1N2 (N1a N2; N1i N2).
Proof. Omitted.
We now consider three transformations of a net N :
Denition 7.3. Let N be a net.
(1) The 8-pre;x 8 :N of a net N is obtained by removing all tokens, adding a new
marked place s and a new 	-labelled transition t with •t= {s} and t•=MN .
(2) Net N ′ is an elongation of N , if it is obtained from N by choosing a transition t,
adding a new unmarked place s and a new 	-labelled transition t′ with •t′= {s}
and t′•= t• and, Bnally, redeBning t• by t• := {s}.
(3) Call a transition t of N persistent, if no reachable marking M with M [t〉 enables
a transition t′ with •t ∩ •t′ = ∅; then a net is persistent, if each transition is
persistent, it is internally persistent (ip), if each internal transition is persistent.
N ′ is a sequentialization of N , if it is obtained from N by choosing two transitions
t and t′ and adding a new marked place s to the pre- and postsets of t and t′; N ′
is an ip-sequentialization if t′ is internal and persistent.
One would expect intuitively, that N and 8 :N exhibit the same behaviour expect that
8 :N might take a bit more time for the additional initialization; i.e. one would expect
that N is faster than 8 :N and similarly also than any elongation or sequentialization.
This is shown for a in [21] and will here be shown for  and i as well. The
result in the i-case holds for arbitrary sequentializations, while in the - and a-
cases it only holds for ip-sequentializations. It was already argued in [21] why the
parallel execution of two actions may sometimes take more time, namely if the two
actions block the two copies of a resource which is needed for some other time-critical
activity; in this case, the resource is not available for the duration of the two actions
– an eJect that cannot occur if the actions are durationless.
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Theorem 7.4. Net N is a (a-; i-) faster implementation of 8 :N; of each elongation N ′
and of each ip-sequentialization N ′′. Furthermore; N is an i-faster implementation of
each sequentialization N ′′.
Proof. For the a-variant see [21].
S= {(DIDN ; DID8 :N )} ∪ {((M;U ); (M;U ′)) | (M;U ) is reachable in N; (M;U ′) is
reachable in 8 :N and U ′⊆U} is a DRT - and an IRT -simulation from N to 8 :N . As-
sume N to be in a state (M;U ) and 8 :N in a state (M;U ′) with ((M;U ); (M;U ′))∈S.
If the next move of N is Bring a transition t instantaneously and reaching (M1; U1); 8 :N
can Bre the same transition instantaneously because of the same marking, reaching
(M1; U ′1). From U
′⊆U we conclude t′ ∈U ′1⇔ t′ ∈U ′\(•t)•⇒ t′ ∈U\(•t)•⇔ t′ ∈U1,
yielding U ′1⊆U1 and again ((M1; U1); (M1; U ′1))∈S. If the next move of N is 1X
(with  possibly empty to cover the IRT -case) reaching (M1; U1), then 1X is r-
resp. ri-Brable in 8 :N , too, since the markings are the same and U ′⊆U implies
1∩U = ∅⇒ 1∩U ′= ∅ and t ∈ U ′\(•)•⇒ t ∈ U\(•)•⇒ l(t) =∈X ∪{	}. In this case,
8 :N reaches (M1; U1), too, and again we have ((M1; U1); (M1; U1))∈S. Initially, in N
all activated transitions are urgent, while in 8 :N only the additional 	-transition is ur-
gent. If the Brst move of N is Bring a transition t instantaneously and reaching (M;U ),
then 8 :N simulates this by Bring the additional 	-transition (reaching (MN ; ∅)) and t
instantaneously, reaching (M; ∅), and we have ∅⊆U such that ((M;U ); (M; ∅))∈S.
If the Brst move of N is 1X (with  possibly empty again) and reaching (M;U ),
then 8 :N can perform instantaneously the additional 	-transition reaching (MN ; ∅) and
then the same move, which is possible by the above arguments since the mark-
ings are now the same and ∅⊆UN :8 :N reaches (M;U ), too, and ((M;U ); (M;U ))
∈S.
The identity relation is a DRT - and an IRT -simulation from N to N ′; if t and t′
are the transitions involved in constructing N ′, then t in N is matched by tt′ in N ′;
instantaneous Bring of a transition t′′ with t = t′′ = t′ in N is matched by the same
item in N ′. If in N a move 1X occurs (with possibly empty  to cover the IRT -case)
we simulate this by the same move in N ′, if t =∈  and by the move 1Xt′, if t ∈ .
In all cases, the markings reached and the sets of urgent transitions coincide in both
nets, since the transitions enabled by t are not urgent after 1X in N and Bring t′ does
not change the set of urgent transitions, sine it does not share a precondition with any
other transition.
Let N ′′ be obtained from N by adding s to the pre- and postsets of t and t′.
S= {((M;U ); (M ∪ {s}; U ′)) | (M;U ) is reachable in N; (M ∪ {s}; U ′) is reachable
in N ′′ and U ′⊆U} is a DRT - and an IRT -simulation from N to N ′′. Obviously,
(DIDN ; DIDN ′′)∈S. Let N be in a state (M;U ) and N ′′ in a state (M ∪ {s}; U ′) with
U ′⊆U . Instantaneous Bring of a transition t′′ or a move 1X (with possibly empty
 in the IRT -case and) with t =∈  or t′ =∈  in N – yielding (M1; U1) – is matched by
the same item in N ′′ – yielding (M1 ∪{s}; U ′1). The r- resp. ri-Brability in N ′′ follows
from M [t′′〉M1⇔ (M ∪{s})[t′′〉(M1 ∪{s}); M [〉M1⇔ (M ∪{s})[〉(M1 ∪{s}) and the
condition U ′⊆U with the nearly same argument as in the 8-preBx case above. If, say,
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Fig. 3. Concurrency versus arbitrary interleaving.
t is involved in the move, then additionally t′ is (possibly) removed from U ′; hence
in any case U ′1⊆U1.
The moves described so far cover the IRT -case; note that we did not need t′ to
be internal or persistent. Let us now assume N ′′ to be an ip-sequentialization of N
and proceed with the DRT -case. If we have a move 1X with {t; t′}⊆  in N , we can
simulate this in N ′′ with the move ′1′Xt′ with ′= −{t′} and 1′= 1−{t′}. The step
′⊂  is activated under M∪{s} as  is activated under M . If M [〉M1 in N1, then (M∪
{s})[′t′〉(M1 ∪ {s}) in N ′′. As t′ is internal, we have l(1X )= l(′1′Xt′). Obviously,
1′⊆ ′ and, furthermore, 1′⊂ 1; U ′⊆U and 1 ∩ U = ∅ implies 1′ ∩ U ′= ∅. t′′ ∈ ′ ∧
l(t′′)= 	 implies t′′ ∈ 1, and as t′ =∈ ′ we have t′′ ∈ 1′ : t′′ ∈ U ′\(•′)• in N ′′ implies
t′′ ∈ U\(•)• in N ; as t′ is persistent (in N ), ′ deactivates the same transitions as ,
and t′ =∈U ′⊆U , since t′ is internal. So we have ∀t′′ ∈T : t′′ ∈U ′\(•′)•⇒ l(t′′) =∈X ∪
{	} and ′1′X is r-Brable in N ′′. If (M ∪{s}− •′)[t′′〉 in N ′′ then (M − •)[t′′〉 in N
as t′ is persistent (in N ) and deactivated by ′1′X in N ′′, i.e. not urgent after ′1′X .
The instantaneous Bring of t′ after ′1′X does not change the set of urgent transitions
in N ′′, so we have U ′1⊆U1 again.
To see explicitly that only in the i-variant the parallel execution of some actions
is faster than their arbitrary interleaving, consider the nets in Fig. 3, where we have
N1i N2 but neither N1N2 nor N1a N2.
S= {(({s1; s2}; {t1; t2}); ({s1}; {t1; t2}));
(({s2}; {t2}); ({s3}; ∅));
(({s2}; {t2}); ({s3}; {t3}));
(({s1}; {t1}); ({s4}; ∅));
(({s1}; {t1}); ({s4}; {t4}));
((∅; ∅); (∅; ∅))}
is an IRT -simulation from N1 to N2, but we have l1(t+1 t
+
2 {a; b})= a+b+{a; b} ∈
(ART (N1)\ART (N2)) and l1(t∼1 t∼2 {a; b})= a∼b∼{a; b}∈DRT (N1)\DRT (N2).
8. Relations between the variants
Before we compare our three testing preorders, let us shortly compare them to the
classical behaviour notions of traces and step traces. It is obvious that the d-, a- and
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Fig. 4. Equivalent nets with diJerent step traces.
Fig. 5. Inequivalent nets with the same step traces.
i-refusal traces that only use part 1 of DeBnitions 5.1, 6.1 and 6.5 correspond exactly
to the ordinary traces. Hence:
Proposition 8.1. Let N1 and N2 be nets with N1N2; N1a N2 or N1i N2. Then
every trace of N1 is a trace of N2.
Proof. Omitted.
Somewhat surprisingly, our testing preorders are not sensitive to step traces. The
nets in Fig. 4 are DRT -, ART - and IRT -equivalent, but only the net on the left can
perform the step trace
(a
b
)
c. To see the equivalences observe that either the internal
transition, which disables c, occurs before or in the Brst time step or otherwise a and
b occur sequentially before the Brst time step, which leaves both nets with an enabled
(non-urgent) c in conNict with an (urgent) internal transition.
For the reverse implication, consider the step equivalent nets in Fig. 5; they are even
process-equivalent, compare e.g. [19, p. 18]. But only the net on the right has the d-
and i-refusal trace a{b} and the a-refusal trace a+{b}.
We demonstrate with some examples that no implications hold between our three
testing preorders in general; in fact, not even DRT -equivalence is enough to imply
i or a, etc. But we will show afterwards some implications for restricted classes
of systems; e.g. for nets without internal transitions,  implies i and a, which
one might have expected to be true in general. In particular, our results enable us to
carry over a result from [21] that some bounded buJer implementation is a-faster than
another to the preorders  and i.
The nets in Fig. 6 are DRT -, but neither ART - nor IRT -equivalent. We have l1(t+1 {a}
t+2 {a})= {a}{a}∈ART (N1)\ART (N2) and l1(t1{a}t2{a})= {a}{a}∈ IRT (N1)\IRT
(N2). But
S1 = {(({s1}; {t1}); ({s1; s4}; {t1; t4}));
(({s2}; ∅); ({s2; s4}; {t4}));
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Fig. 6. DRT -, not ART -, not IRT -equivalent nets.
Fig. 7. IRT -, ART -, not DRT -equivalent nets.
(({s2}; {t2}); ({s3}; ∅));
(({s3}; ∅); ({s3}; ∅));
(({s3}; {t3}); ({s3}; {t3});
((∅; ∅); (∅; ∅))}
is a DRT -simulation from N1 to N2; note that t1{a}t2{a} in N1 is matched by t1t+2
{a}{a} in N2. A DRT -simulation from N2 to N1 can be found in [9].
The nets in Fig. 7 are IRT - and ART -equivalent, but not DRT -equivalent:
S= {(({s1; s2}; {t1; t2}); ({s1; s2}; {t1; t2}));
(({s2}; {t2}); ({s2; s3}; {t2}));
(({s2}; {t2}); ({s2; s3}; {t2; t3}));
(({s1}; {t1}); ({s1}; {t1}));
((∅; ∅); (∅; ∅));
((∅; ∅); ({s3}; ∅))}
is an IRT -simulation from N1 to N2 and S−1 is an IRT -simulation from N2 to N1; pro-
jecting the DID’s in S to their markings, we gain a corresponding ART -simulation. We
have l2(t1t+3 {a; b})= ab+{a; b}∈DRT (N2)\DRT (N1). Hence, we do not have N2N1
although N1 and N2 are even both, IRT - and ART -equivalent.
The nets in Fig. 8 are DRT - and IRT -equivalent (see [9]), but not ART -equivalent,
since l1(t1t+2 t
+
3 {a; b})= a+{a; b}∈ART (N1)\ART (N2).
The nets in Fig. 9 are ART -equivalent, but not IRT -equivalent:
S1 = {({s1; s3; s4}; {s1});
({s1}; ∅);
({s2; s5}; ∅);
({s2; s3; s4; s5}; {s1});
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Fig. 8. DRT -, IRT -, not ART -equivalent nets.
Fig. 9. ART -, not IRT -equivalent nets.
({s2; s3}; {s1});
({s4; s5}; ∅);
(∅; ∅)}
is an ART -simulation from N1 to N2 and S−1 is an ART -simulation from N2 to N1.
We have l1(t1t4{a})= {a}∈ IRT (N1)\IRT (N2).
The above examples have shown that, in general, the three testing preorders ; a
and i are incomparable. But at least for special classes of nets, we can show some
implications.
Theorem 8.2. Let N1 and N2 be nets; where N2 is internally persistent; then N1N2
implies N1i N2.
Proof. First, we argue that for the DRT -semantics of an ip-net N , we can assume that,
if 1X occurs in some w∈DRFS(N ), then  does not contain an internal transition.
Let (M;U )1X 〉r(M ′; U ′), let 1; 11 be ; 1 without internal transitions, let I be the
set of internal transitions in , and let wI be a sequence consisting of these transitions.
We check that (M;U ) r-enables 111X :M [1〉M ′′ obviously holds for some M ′′, and
the conditions on 11 are obvious, too. A transition in U\(•1)• that is not in U\(•)•
would share a precondition with a transition in I , hence it would be in I since N is
an ip-net. Since  does not contain an urgent internal transition by deBnition of [〉r ,
such a transition does not exist and the condition on U\(•1)• is satisBed. By the
ip-assumption {t | (M − •1)[t〉}=U ′ ∪ I . Thus, we have (M;U )[111X 〉r(M ′′; U ′ ∪ I).
Since M [〉M ′ also M ′′[wI 〉M ′, and this removes exactly I from the urgent transitions
by the ip-assumption. Thus (M ′′; U ′ ∪ I)[wI 〉r(M ′; U ′). Since 1X and 111XwI have
the same image under l, we have shown our claim above.
To prove the theorem, observe that w∈ IRT (N1) is in DRT (N1)⊆DRT (N2) and,
seen as a discrete refusal trace, it only contains parts pqX where p and q are empty.
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Thus, an underlying v∈DRFS(N2) of w∈DRT (N2) contains only parts 1X , where 
and 1 contain no visible transitions. By the above claim, we may assume that  and 1
contain no internal transitions either, i.e. v∈ IRFS(N2) and w∈ IRT (N2).
The proof of Theorem 8.2 is based on the fact that, for all nets N; IRFS(N )⊆
DRFS(N ) (if we ignore empty sets appearing in these sequences, i.e. identify ∅∅X
with X ; this is automatically done with our +=∼-notation, since we represent the two
empty sets by the sequences of their plussed, tilded resp., elements, i.e. by empty
sequences). Considering that continuous asynchronous Bring (DeBnition 4.1) is also
a special case of continuous Bring, one might expect a similar result for  and a.
That the situation is diJerent here is demonstrated by the extremely simple example in
Fig. 8. From this example, it seems that there is not much hope to get an implication
from  to a, if there are internal transitions around. Hence, we will consider nets
without them now.
Lemma 8.3. Let N be a net without internal transitions. Then
a11 : : : a1n11X1 : : : aL1 : : : aLnLLXL ∈ART (N )
if and only if
a11∅∅∅ : : : a1n1∅∅∅1∅X1∅∅∅ : : : aL1∅∅∅ : : : aLnL∅∅∅L∅XL∅∅∅∈DRT (N );
where aij ∈; i a step and Xi⊆.
Proof. First observe that we can always r-Bre ∅∅∅, in particular since there are no
internal transitions and, hence, l(t) =∈∅∪{	} holds for all t. Furthermore, r-Bring ∅∅∅
does not change the marking and makes all enabled transitions urgent.
We will show the claim inductively; observe that the sequences start from MN and
(MN ;UN ), where UN = {t |MN [t〉}. So assume that M and (M;U ) with U = {t |M [t〉}
are given.
We have M [t〉raM ′ iJ (M;U )[t∅∅∅〉r(M ′; U ′), where by the above remark U ′=
{t′ |M ′[t′〉}. Furthermore, M [X 〉ra M ′ iJ M [〉M ′ and (M−•)[t〉⇒ l(t) =∈X iJ M [〉
M ′ and t ∈U\(•)•⇒ l(t) =∈X iJ (M;U )[∅X )r(M ′; U ′′) iJ, by the above remark,
(M;U )[∅X ∅∅∅〉r(M ′; U ′), where U ′= {t′ |M ′[t′〉}.
Theorem 8.4. Let N1 and N2 be nets without internal transitions. Then N1N2 im-
plies N1i N2 and N1a N2.
Proof. The Brst part is a corollary of Theorem 8.2. For the second part, take some
w∈ART (N1). Applying the ‘only-if ’-part of Lemma 8.3 to w gives some v∈DRT (N1)
⊆DRT (N2), and applying the ‘if ’-part to v∈DRT (N2) shows w∈ART (N2).
Quite surprisingly, we can identify an interesting class of nets where a implies
. This class is slightly more general than the class of persistent nets without auto-
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concurrency, and this generalisation will be needed in an application below; the class
contains all ip-nets where the visible transitions are labelled injectively.
Denition 8.5. An ip-net N is nearly persistent (np), if it is without autoconcurrency
and satisBes the following: if for some reachable marking M of N , we have M [t〉 and
M [t′〉 for t = t′, but not M [t+ t′〉 (t and t′ are conEicting), then t is the only transition
labelled l(t) and similarly for t′. (Note that l(t) = 	 = l(t′) since N is an ip-net.) The
conEict region of a∈ induced by N is c(a)= {a}∪ {l(t′) | ∃t: l(t)= a and t and t′
are conNicting}. We generalize c to sequences w and steps p of actions, by letting
c(w); c(p) and c(wp) be the union of the c(a) with a occurring in w;p and wp.
In the following, for a set T ′ of transitions, I(T ′) denotes the subset of internal
transitions and seq(T ′) a sequence consisting of all the transitions in T ′.
We Brst show a lemma.
Lemma 8.6. Let N be a np-net. If w=w1p1q1X1 : : : wnpnqnXn ∈DRT (N ); then there
is some Y1w1p1Y2 : : : wnpnYn+1 ∈ART (N ) where for i=1; : : : ; n :
a∈ qi implies a∈Yi ∪ c(wi) and a∈pi
a∈Xi implies a∈Yi ∪ c(wi)∪ c(pi):
Note that pi and qi are sets of actions; since N is without autoconcurrency.
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 8.2, we can assume that in the DRFS-sequence v
underlying w the steps i and 1i contain no internal transitions. Furthermore, in each
round the urgent internal transitions have to be Bred before the steps; note that the
only way to disable such a transition in an ip-net is to Bre it. Hence, we can assume
that v∈DRFS(N ) has the following form where (M1; U1)= (MN ;UN ) :
(M1; U1)[seq(I(U1))〉r(M ′1; U ′1)[v1〉r(M ′′1 ; U ′′1 )[111X1〉r(M2; U2) : : :
[n1nXn〉r(Mn+1; Un+1)[seq(I(Un+1))〉r(M ′n+1; U ′n+1):
We will construct some u∈ARFS(N ) with the following form:
M1[I(U1)Y1〉raM ′1[v1〉raM ′′1 [(1 + I(U2))Y2〉raM ′2[v2〉raM ′′2 : : :
M ′′n [(n + I(Un+1))Yn+1〉raM ′n+1;
where additionally to the requirements of the lemma, we have Yi =−l(Ui)=−l(U ′i )
and 	 =∈ l(U ′i ); i=1; : : : ; n. We have immediately 	 =∈ l(U ′i ) and as N is an ip-net,
U ′i =Ui − I(Ui), i.e. − l(Ui)=− l(U ′i ). Since N is an ip-net, we have M1[I(U1)〉
and Bring I(U1) gives M ′1, the marking reached by Bring seq(I(U1)). If we can enlarge
this step with some t, then M1[t〉, i.e. t ∈U1 − I(U1); hence, we can choose Y1 =−
l(U ′1)=− l(U1).
Now assume we have constructed u up to some M ′i ; i=1; : : : ; n with Yi =− l(U ′i ).
Obviously, M ′i [vi〉raM ′′i ; r-Bring internal transitions in vi does not change the set of
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urgent transitions, since already U ′i does not contain internal transitions and N is an
ip-net; r-Bring a visible transition t in vi removes all transitions with label in c(l(t))
from the set of urgent transitions; in particular, all l(t)-labelled urgent transitions are
enabled and, thus, conNicting with t, since N is free of autoconcurrency; if Bring t
removes t′ from the urgent transitions, then t and t′ are conNicting, hence l(t′)∈ c(l(t)).
Thus, U ′′i =U
′
i − {t | l(t)∈ c(wi)}.
The next move in v is i1iXi. For the Brst requirement of the lemma take some
t ∈ 1i, i.e. t ∈ i − U ′′i ; we have to show l(t)∈Yi ∪ c(wi) and assume to the contrary.
Since l(t) =∈Yi, we have some t′ ∈U ′i with l(t)= l(t′). Since l(t) =∈ c(wi), we conclude
t′ ∈U ′′i . Thus, M ′′i enables t and t′; since N is free of autoconcurrency, this implies
that t= t′ or t and t′ are conNicting. The latter contradicts the notice of N as np-net,
thus t= t′ ∈U ′′i , a contradiction, too.
For the second requirement of the lemma take some a =∈Yi ∪ c(wi)∪ c(pi). As above,
we Bnd a t′ ∈U ′′i with l(t′)= a. Since a =∈ c(pi); t′ is not conNicting with any transition
in i nor contained in i, thus a =∈Xi.
Finally, we have to show that M ′′i [(i+I(Ui+1))Yi+1〉raM ′i+1 with Yi+1 =−l(U ′i+1).
Since the internal transitions that can be added to the step i under M ′′i are urgent after
i1iXi, they just form I(Ui+1); hence, i+I(Ui+1) is maximal w.r.t. internal transitions.
Thus, M ′′i [(i + I(Ui+1))Yi+1〉raM ′i+1 for some Yi+1. If M ′′i − •(i + I(Ui+1))[t〉, then
t ∈Ui+1; l(t) =∈− l(U ′i+1), and we can choose Yi+1 =− l(Ui+1)=− l(U ′i+1).
Now we show a kind of reverse:
Lemma 8.7. Let N be an np-net. If w=Y1w1p1Y2 : : : wnpnYn+1 ∈ART (N ); then there
is some w1p1q1X1 : : : wnpnqnXn ∈DRT (N ) where for i=1; : : : ; n :
a∈Yi ∪ c(wi) and a∈pi implies a∈ qi
a∈Yi ∪ c(wi)∪ c(pi) implies a∈Xi
Proof. We put (M0; U0)= (MN ;UN ) and take some v∈ARFS(N ) underlying w of the
following form:
M0[v0〉raM ′0[90Y1〉raM1[v1〉raM ′1[(1 + 91)Y2〉raM2
[v2〉ra : : : Mn[vn〉raM ′n[(n + 9n)Yn+1〉raMn+1;
where v0 is a sequence and 9i; i=0; : : : ; n, a step of internal transitions and i; i=
1; : : : ; n, does not contain internal transitions. Since Bring v090 does not disable any
visible transitions (N is an ip-net), we can immediately Bre a maximal step of internal
transitions combined with the same set Y1 and then Bre the remaining transitions in v090
followed by v1 to reach M ′1; in other words, we may assume that v0 = 	 and M0 =M
′
0.
We construct some u∈DRFS(N ) of the form
(M0; U0)[seq(90)〉r(M1; U1)[v1〉r(M ′1; U ′1)[111X1〉r(M ′′1 ; U ′′1 )[seq(91)〉r(M2; U2)
[v2〉r : : : (M ′′n ; U ′′n )[seq(9n)〉r(Mn+1; Un+1);
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such that l(u) satisBes the lemma, Yi ∩ l(Ui)= ∅ and 	 =∈ l(Ui); i=1; : : : ; n. First ob-
serve that 90 is a maximal step of internal transitions, hence U0 = {t |M0[t〉} looses
exactly its internal transitions by r-Bring seq(90) since N is an ip-net. Thus, 	 =∈ l(U1)
and t ∈U1 implies (M0 − •90)[t〉, i.e. l(t) =∈Y1 and Y1 ∩ l(U1)= ∅. So assume that we
have constructed u up to some (Mi; Ui) with Yi ∩ l(Ui)= ∅ and 	 =∈ l(Ui).
As in the proof of Lemma 8.6, r-Bring vi makes Ui loose all transitions with la-
bel in c(l(vi)), thus (Yi ∪ c(wi))∩ l(U ′i )= ∅ and 	 =∈ l(U ′i ). Now M ′i [i〉, no transition
in i is internal and, for t ∈ i; l(t)∈Yi ∪ c(wi) implies t =∈U ′i ; thus, we can choose
1i = {t ∈ i | l(t)∈Yi ∪ c(wi)}. Furthermore, t ∈U ′i \(•i)• implies l(t) = 	; l(t) =∈Yi ∪
c(wi) and l(t) =∈ c(l(i)); thus we can choose Xi =Yi ∪ c(wi)∪ c(pi) and get (M ′i ; U ′i )
[111X1〉r(M ′′i ; U ′′i ).
It remains to check the eJect of seq(9i). Since under M ′i the step i + 9i is maximal
w.r.t. internal transitions, we can Bre seq(9i) after i1iXi to get some (Mi+1; Ui+1).
Furthermore, U ′′i = {t | (M ′i − •i[t〉} looses just all its internal transitions this way, i.e.
	 =∈ l(Ui+1) and t ∈Ui+1 implies (M ′i − •(i + 9i))[t〉 and l(t) =∈Yi+1, thus l(Ui+1)∩
Yi+1 = ∅.
Theorem 8.8. Let N1 and N2 be two nearly persistent nets that induce the same
conEict regions. Then N1a N2 implies N1N2.
Proof. For some w∈DRT (N1), we construct some v∈ART (N1)⊆ART (N2) accord-
ing to Lemma 8.6, from which we construct some u∈DRT (N2) according to
Lemma 8.7. We Bnd that each qi or Xi in w is contained in the corresponding sets of
u, hence w∈DRT (N2).
9. Three implementations of a bounded bu0er
In this section we will compare some implementations of a bounded buJer with
respect to  and i; this example has also been discussed in [2] and in [21], where
a has been studied. We will apply theorems from the previous section to a result
obtained in [21].
The Brst implementations PIPE is the usual sequence of buJers of capacity 1; the
other two, BUFFC and BUFFD, use an array as a circular queue to store the items
and an internal buJer controller for the array. These two implementations diJer only
in a small detail making the buJer controller centralized in one case and distributed
(between input and output) in the other. Both variants are mentioned in [2], but only
BUFFC is studied and shown to be faster than PIPE; and indeed, BUFFC and BUFFD
are equivalent with respect to the e5ciency preorder of [2]. This is a consequence of
the interleaving approach taken in [2], which ignores that actions can be performed in
parallel. In [21], it turned out that – surprisingly – BUFFC is not a-faster than PIPE
(nor the other way round), but that BUFFDa BUFFC and BUFFDa PIPE .
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Fig. 10. PIPE.
For the rest of the section, we Bx some n¿3 as capacity of the buJers. For simplicity,
we assume that the items to be stored are from the set {0; 1}. We formally deBne
PIPE, BUFFC and BUFFD as safe P=T -nets, the type of nets we study in this paper
throughout. But in the Bgures we draw them as some sort of high-level net and hope
that the translation will be clear: places are annotated with the type of tokens they
store, and V stands for {•; 0; 1}; arcs without annotation refer to ordinary tokens (•),
while we always have x∈{0; 1}.
PIPE: the Brst implementation, PIPE, is shown in Fig. 10 and deBned:
SPIPE = {(si; v) | i=1; : : : ; n; v∈V}
TPIPE = {(ti; x) | i=0; : : : ; n; x∈{0; 1}}
We have arcs for the following pairs with i=1; : : : ; n; x∈{0; 1} :
((si; •); (ti−1; x)); ((ti−1; x); (si; x)); ((si; x); (ti; x)); ((ti; x); (si; •))
Initially, the places (si; •); i=1; : : : ; n; are marked. The transitions (t0; x) are labeled
inx; x∈{0; 1}; the transitions (tn; x) are labeled outx; x∈{0; 1}; and all other transitions
are internal.
The other two implementations use one ‘cell’ for the recent input, one ‘cell’ for the
next output and n−2 ‘cells’ indexed from 0 to n−3 for the other items in store. These
‘cells’ are used as a queue in a circular fashion; ;rst gives the index of the next item
to be moved to the ‘output cell’, last gives the index of the next free ‘cell’ in the
circular queue. Alternatively, we can use ;rst and a ‘variable’ length, which gives the
length of the circular queue. For the following, we put I = {0; : : : ; n−3} and let ⊕ and
" denote addition and subtraction modulo n−2.
BUFFC: (see Fig. 11)
SBUFFC = {(s; v); (s′; v) | v∈V}
∪ {(si; v) | i∈ I; v∈V}
∪ {firsti | i∈ I}
∪ {lengthl | l=0; : : : ; n−2}
TBUFFC = {(t; x); (t′; x) | x=0; 1}
∪ {(ti; l; x) | i∈ I; l=0; : : : ; n−3; x=0; 1}
∪ {(t′i; l; x) | i∈ I; l=1; : : : ; n−2; x=0; 1}
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Fig. 11. BUFFC.
We have arcs for the following pairs with x=0; 1 and i∈ I :
((s; •); (t; x)); ((t; x); (s; x))
((s; x); (ti; l; x)); ((ti; l; x); (s; •)) with l=0; : : : ; n−3
(firsti; (ti; l; x)); ((ti; l; x); firsti) with l=0; : : : ; n−3
(lengthl; (ti; l; x)); ((ti; l; x); lengthl+1) with l=0; : : : ; n−3
((si⊕l; •); (ti; l; x)); ((ti; l; x)(si⊕l; x)) with l=0; : : : ; n−3
((s′; •); (t′i; l; x)); ((t′i; l; x)(s′; x)) with l=1; : : : ; n−2
(firsti; (t′i; l; x)); ((t
′
i; l; x); firsti⊕1) with l=1; : : : ; n−2
(lengthl; (t′i; l; x)); ((t
′
i; l; x); lengthl−1) with l=1; : : : ; n−2
((si; x); (t′i; l; x)); ((t
′
i; l; x); (si; •)) with l=1; : : : ; n−2
((s′; x)(t′; x)); ((t′; x); (s′; •))
Initially, the places (s; •); (s′; •); first0; length0 and (si; •); i∈ I; are marked. The transi-
tions (t; x) are labelled inx; x∈{0; 1}; the transitions (t′; x) are labelled outx; x∈{0; 1};
and all other transitions are internal.
BUFFD: (see Fig. 12)
SBUFFD = {(s; v); (s′; v) | v∈V}
∪ {(si; v) | i∈ I; v∈V}
∪ {lasti; firsti | i∈ I}
TBUFFD = {(t; x); (t′; x) | x=0; 1}
∪ {(ti; x)(t′i ; x) | i∈ I; x=0; 1}
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Fig. 12. BUFFD.
We have arcs for the following pairs with x=0; 1 and i∈ I :
((s; •); (t; x)); ((t; x); (s; x))
((s; x); (ti; x)); ((ti; x)(s; •))
(lasti; (ti; x)); ((ti; x); lasti⊕1)
((si; •); (ti; x)); ((ti; x); (si; x))
((s′; •); (t′i ; x)); ((t′i ; x); (s′; x))
(firsti; (t′i ; x)); ((t
′
i ; x)firsti⊕1)
((si; x); (t′i ; x)); ((t
′
i ; x); (si; •))
((s′; x); (t′; x)); ((t′; x); (s′; •))
Initially, the places (s; •); (s′; •); first0; last0 and (si; •); i∈ I; are marked. The transi-
tions (t; x) are labeled inx; x∈{0; 1}; the transitions (t′; x) are labelled outx; x∈{0; 1};
and all other transitions are internal.
In BUFFC; all internal transitions access ‘variables’ last and length, hence the
buJer controller works sequentially. This has the surprising eJect that BUFFC is
not a-faster than PIPE for n¿4 as shown in [21]. Now, we will exhibit a trace
w∈ (DRT (BUFFC)∩ IRT (BUFFC))\(DRT (PIPE)∪ IRT (PIPE)). This shows that nei-
ther BUFFC PIPE nor BUFFC i PIPE for n¿4.
The trace starts (in0)∅n; each refusal set ∅ except the Brst requires the occurrence of
at least one internal transition unless none is enabled; hence, after (in0)∅n the Brst item
0 is in BUFFC stored in cell s′; i.e. (s′; 0) is marked, and in PIPE in cell sn; i.e. (sn; 0)
is marked. The next part is (in1)∅n−1; after which the second item 1 is in BUFFC in
the queue in (s1; 1) and in PIPE in (sn−1; 1). The third part is (out0)(in0)∅∅; i.e. 0
is removed from (s′; 0); (sn; 0) resp. and a new 0 is stored in BUFFC in (s; 0) and in
PIPE in (s1; 0). After the Brst time step ∅; in BUFFC the internal transitions (t1;1; 0)
and (t′1;1;1) are urgent, while in PIPE the internal transitions (t1; 0) and (tn−1; 1) are
urgent (or have already been Bred). So in PIPE the two non-conNicting transitions
(t1; 0) and (tn−1; 1) have to be Bred before the second time step ∅ such that item 1 is
moved to (sn; 1) in between the two time steps and, henceforth, out1 is urgent after
the second time step – no matter what else happens. But in BUFFC, the two urgent
internal transitions (t1;1; 0) and (t′1;1; 1) are conNicting (both have first1 and length1
in their presets) and it su5ces to Bre (t1;1; 0) and thereby disable (t′1;1; 1) in between
the two time steps. Now after the second time step out1 is not urgent in BUFFC,
as 1 is not moved from (s1; 1) to (s′; 1) yet and out1 may be refused in the next
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round. Hence, for BUFFC – but not for PIPE – we can continue with {out1}; i.e.
w=(in0)∅n(in1)∅n−1(out0)(in0)∅∅{out1} is a refusal trace as desired.
This eJect can be iterated: after disabling (t′1;1; 1) and a time step, another 0 can be
moved to the circular queue by Bring the urgent (t; 0) and the nonurgent (t1;2; 0); thus
disabling again the movement of 1 to the output cell – and so on. Note that here a
fast Bring in zero time leads to a bad worst case.
Vice versa, PIPEBUFFC and PIPEi BUFFC are of course also wrong for
n¿4: (in0)∅∅∅{out0}∈ (DRT (PIPE)∩ IRT (PIPE))\(DRT (BUFFC)∪ IRT (BUFFC)).
In BUFFD, the buJer controller has an input and an output part, which communicate
via the common store: the input part can store an item x in the circular queue only
if the current cell slast is marked as free with •; the output part can remove an item
from the circular queue only if the current cell sfirst stores an item x∈{0; 1}. With this
pattern of communication, the two parts can work in parallel and the input cannot block
the output as above. We will not show that BUFFDBUFFC and BUFFDi BUFFC;
exhibiting a suitable simulation from BUFFD to BUFFC:
S= {((M;U ); (M ′; U ′)) | (M;U ); (M ′; U ′) is reachable in BUFFD, BUFFC resp.
and
(s; v)∈M ′⇔ (s; v)∈M
(si; v)∈M ′⇔ (si; v)∈M
(s′; v)∈M ′⇔ (s′; v)∈M
firsti; lengthji ∈M ′⇔firsti; lastj ∈M
(t; x)∈U ′⇔ (t; x)∈U
(t′; x)∈U ′⇔ (t′; x)∈U
(ti; l; x)∈U ′⇒ (ti⊕l; x)∈U
(t′i; l; x)∈U ′⇒ (t′i ; x)∈U
for x∈{0; 1}; v∈V; i; j∈ I}
is a DRT- and an IRT-forward simulation from BUFFD to BUFFC. Obviously,
(DIDBUFFD; DIDBUFFC)∈S. We have that for all ((M;U ); (M ′; U ′))∈S whenever
(t; x) or (t′; x) for x∈{0; 1} is activated (urgent) in BUFFD, it is also activated
(urgent) in BUFFC. Furthermore because of reachability, there are i; j∈ I such that
firsti ∈ (M ∩M ′); lastj ∈M and lengthji ∈M ′ and no other firstk- ; lastk- or lengthk-
place is marked. This implies for given i; j; that in BUFFD there is at most one (tj; x)
for some x∈{0; 1} activated, and if so, (ti; ji ; x) and no other (tk; l; z) in BUFFC
is activated, and in BUFFD there is at most one (t′i ; y) for some y∈{0; 1} acti-
vated, and if so, (t′i; ji ; y) and no other (t
′
k; l; z) in BUFFC is activated. Every instan-
taneous Bring of one of the above mentioned transitions in BUFFD is simulated by the
instantaneous Bring of the corresponding transition in BUFFC. In general, Bring (ti; ji ; x)
in BUFFC deactivates (t′i; ji ; y) and vice versa (since they both depend on firsti and
lengthji); hence, (t′i; ji ; y) ∈U ′ resp. (ti; ji ; x) ∈U ′ afterwards; in contrast, Bring (tj; x)
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in BUFFD does not inNuence (t′i ; y) and vice versa, since (tj; x) depends on lastj; (sj; •)
and (s; x); while (t′i ; y) depends on firsti; (si; y) and (s
′; •). Every move 1X (with 
empty in the IRT-case) with (tj; x) ∈  or (t′i ; y) ∈  in BUFFD is simulated by the
corresponding move in BUFFC. If we have (tj; x)∈  and (t′i ; y)∈  in BUFFD, then
we simulate this by the move ′1′X (t′i; ji ; y) in BUFFC, where 
′ is  without (t′i ; y)
and with (ti; ji ; x) instead of (tj; x) and analogously for 1′.
The above considerations have shown that in each reachable DID of BUFFD no
internal transitions are in conNict, i.e. BUFFD is an ip-net. Furthermore, the visible
transitions are labelled injectively, i.e. BUFFD is even an np-net. We observe, that
the visible transitions of PIPE are also labelled injectively and that there is never a
conNict between two internal transitions of PIPE as we have for all reachable DID’s
(M;U ) either (si; •)∈M or (si; 0)∈M or (si; 1)∈M for i=1; : : : ; n. We conclude that
PIPE is an np-net, too, and BUFFD and PIPE induce the same conNict regions. In
[21] it is shown that BUFFD a PIPE and applying Theorem 8.8, we get BUFFD
 PIPE. Theorem 8.2 now yields BUFFD i PIPE, too.
Theorem 9.1. For n¿3 (n¿4); BUFFD is (strictly) faster; a-faster and i-faster than
BUFFC and PIPE. For n¿4; neither of BUFFC and PIPE is faster; a-faster or
i-faster than the other.
Proof. By the above.
10. Conclusion
We have developed three variants of a testing scenario for the worst-case e5ciency of
asynchronous systems using dense time; in this development, we followed the approach
in [21], which is based on discrete time. In all three cases, we have shown that, in fact,
we can equivalently work with discrete time; this way, we have in particular clariBed
the assumptions behind the approach in [21], which turns out to be one of our variants.
The resulting testing preorders can be charaterized with some kind of refusal traces and
satisfy some properties which make them attractive as faster-than relations. In general,
the three testing preorders are incomparable, but for restricted classes we could show
some implications. These were used to compare three implementations of a bounded
buJer – BUFFC; BUFFD and PIPE.
In the approach of [2], BUFFC and BUFFD are equivalent, and BUFFC is shown
to be faster than PIPE in [2]. This approach is based on some bisimulation-type
preorder; visible actions are regarded as instantaneous and costs are measured as the
number of internal actions; hence, [2] presents an interleaving approach, which disre-
gards the parallel execution of actions. This is taken into account in the present paper,
and consequently BUFFD is strictly faster than BUFFC and PIPE while, quite sur-
prisingly, the latter two are incomparable. In particular, this is an example where the
present approach makes more distinctions than the one of [2]. On the other hand, the
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latter approach applied to transition systems (which are sequential) without internal
transitions gives ordinary bisimulation, while DRT-, ART- and IRT-equivalence can
be shown to coincide with ordinary refusal trace equivalence. Hence, the approach of
[2] distinguishes some systems which are equivalent here. The approach of [2] was
recently varied in [3]; while [2] compares the worst case as well as the best case, the
new variant only takes the worst case into account (as we have done here).
Faster-than relations are also presented in [7, 4, 13, 5]. In the Brst two papers, the
behaviour of systems is inNuenced by timing considerations, i.e. the systems are not
asynchronous. In [13], also a bisimulation-type preorder is deBned and actions are
regarded as instantaneous; a unit-time-delay operator with a special treatment is intro-
duced, which makes the comparison to our approach very di5cult. Such an operator is
also used in [7], where a testing scenario is developed based on the maximal progress
assumption, which is suitable for synchronous systems. Time-consuming actions are
considered in [4, 5]; a testing approach is presented in [4], where the systems and tests
under consideration have to be restricted to arrive at a faster-than relation; transition
systems are used as models and, hence, parallel execution is a priori excluded. Finally,
[5] takes again a bisimulation-like approach, where local time-stamps are attached to
actions, but actions do not necessarily occur in the order given by these time-stamps
– again this is a very diJerent idea and no relation to our approach is obvious.
Neither of the two testing approches above uses time bounds in the tests. These were
introduced in [20]; one could say that our approach Blls a gap in that paper, namely
it presents must-testing with time bounds for asynchronous systems – assuming a time
bound for each action. In [20], the duration of an action may vary depending on the
circumstances, which are determined by the test environment O. This idea could be
combined with our approach, but this is left for future eJorts.
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